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Carrier Radar for Target Detection and Communications.
This dissertation considers the optimization of radar performance within the structure
imposed by a coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) format required
to achieve an acceptable communication link. The dual goal of achieving both satisfac-
tory radar and communication performance raises challenges that can be substantively ad-
dressed by combining phase coding and modulation techniques to provide the temporal
and spectral structure necessary to implement simultaneous radar and communication op-
erations.
In particular, the specific techniques, as introduced within this dissertation, of using the
Multi-Frequency Complementary Phase Coded (MCPC) sequences, as prescribed by Lev-
anon and Mozeson, for simultaneous radar and wireless communication operations repre-
sent a novel contribution and offers a significant improvement in the study, implementation,
and performance of dual use radar and communication waveforms and signal processing
techniques. Specific contributions of this dissertation include: 1) as will be demonstrated,
not all valid MCPC sequences can be used for data transmission, and, therefore, a subset of
MCPC sequences are chosen with consideration to radar detection performance, 2) com-
munication operation is improved through the introduction of an algorithm that enables
Gray codes to be applied to MCPC sequences, 3) the orthogonality of MCPC sequences is
exploited to overcome the effects of multipath fading and intercarrier interference, 4) a new
detector type, termed the Beta detector, is developed for both communications operations
and radar detection, 5) a radar detection method, termed Polar Signal Detection, is devel-
oped that combines the Beta detector with a traditional matched filter detector to achieve
superior detection performance as compared to traditional Cell-Averaging Constant False
Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) detectors in multi-target environments, and 6) a novel method of
iii
measuring Doppler frequencies is introduced that is superior to the measurement perfor-
mance of traditional radar systems.
iv
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Multi-carrier based radar waveform designs have recently gained strong interest due in
part to the success of multi-carrier waveforms such as Orthogonal Frequency Division
Modulation (OFDM) in radio communication technologies. From a radar-centric point
of view, multi-carrier waveforms can be used to improve detection and measurement per-
formance [1–3]. Furthermore, the use of such waveforms improves resistance to multipath
fading [4,5], the ability to overcome the limitations of a congested frequency spectrum [6],
the ability to exploit frequency diversity gains stemming from the fact that target scatter-
ing centers inherently resonate differently at different frequencies [7], and the potential
to perform radar and communication functions simultaneously within the same hardware
using the same waveform [8–10]. In comparison to traditional single carrier systems, a
multi-carrier radar provides more degrees of freedom in waveform synthesis.
The range (or delay) resolution of a radar system is inversely proportional to the trans-
mitted signal bandwidth. Realizing that improving range resolution usually entails em-
ploying a shorter bit duration in a digital phase modulated system or a wider frequency
spread in an analog frequency modulated system, Levanon [11–13], and Levanon and
Mozeson [14, 15] borrowed ideas from wireless digital communications to improve radar
measurement performance. In digital communications there is a similar problem where
it is desired to increase the transmission rate (employing shorter bit duration) without in-
creasing the transmission length (by increasing the frequency spread). Noting that the
modulation technique OFDM is one such way of increasing transmission efficiency, Lev-
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anon and Mozeson employ OFDM to modulate Multi-Frequency Complementary Phase
Coded (MCPC) sequences to improve radar detection performance.
A traditional performance metric for radar systems is the Ambiguity Function (AF).
The AF is used to evaluate a waveform’s characteristics in both range and Doppler when
paired with the waveform’s matched filter [16]. The AF is a function of two variables: 1)
the time delay relative to the expected matched filter peak and 2) the mismatch between the
Doppler shift of the signal to that which the filter was designed. The AF will have a peak
at zero delay and zero Doppler mismatch.
Sebt et al. [17, 18] developed a method to synthesize an optimized AF using a least
squares approach for a radar employing OFDM signals. They argue that the MCPC codes
used by Levanon only optimize the AF on the zero Doppler axis and that if both range
and Doppler are to be measured on each pulse then optimization should be applied to the
entirety of the range-Doppler plane. Their method distributes sidelobe energy nearly uni-
formly across the Doppler-delay plane resulting in reduced sidelobes in both dimensions.
Unlike the previously mentioned AF synthesis method which produces static opti-
mized AF’s, Sen and Nehorai [19] proposed an adaptive design to obtain an optimum
Doppler-delay response. The authors argue that the AF is insufficient for the evaluation
of multi-carrier radar waveforms due to the fact that the scattering centers of a target will
respond differently at different frequencies. Furthermore, the authors argue that the stan-
dard AF is not appropriate for large bandwidth signals as moving targets result in either
compression or expansion in time of the wideband signal which cannot be accurately ap-
proximated as a frequency shift. The authors formulate a Wideband Ambiguity Function
(WAF) that alleviates the aforementioned limitations of standard AF analysis on wideband
multi-carrier radar waveforms. The WAF affords an extra degree of freedom (the target
scattering response at a given frequency) which the authors use to developed an adaptive
OFDM waveform synthesis approach to achieve a desired WAF. They conclude that their
approach puts more energy at frequencies in which the target scattering centers responses
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are weaker, thus increasing the energy of the overall target return.
However, the multi-carrier waveforms synthesized to achieve an optimal AF or an
optimal WAF preclude the use of these waveforms in a communications context. As the
research in MCR has focused on the utilization of OFDM signals, it is natural to investi-
gate the possibility of encoding data into the radar signal to enable simultaneous radar and
communication operations from the same system. In fact, many studies have been con-
ducted to aid in future automobile transportation networks that will simultaneously sense
there surroundings while providing ad-hoc communication links [20–28]. However, the
studied scenarios that use simultaneous radar and communication operations are inherently
different then typical airborne radar operations. Airborne operations involve much greater
speeds which creates a much more challenging communication channel as compared with
the automobile transportation network scenario. Also, the automobile transportation net-
works described in [20–28] have a Field of Regard (FOR) that are restricted to roadways
in which the targets and surrounding to be detected as well as the other automobiles to
communicate with have a high chance of being within the same antenna beamwidth. This
is not the case for a typical military airborne radar which relies on a very narrow antenna
beamwidth with low sidelobes and a much larger FOR.
Studies on this FOR problem from a geometric and antenna pattern perspective were
examined by Genderen [29] and Lellouch and Nikookar [30]. Both studies set out to de-
termine the ability of a radar system to perform simultaneous radar and communication
functions. Genderen [29] examined the communication channel’s throughput rate and abil-
ity to maintain the channel as a function of antenna pointing direction. Genderen found, as
one would expect, that BER drops considerably when the antenna beams are not pointed at
each other. He did find, however, that if an auxiliary transmitting omni-direction antenna
is used, then the data throughput improves. Unfortunately, Genderen, does not specify
whether or not the directional antenna were pointing at one another for the throughput tests
with the addition of the auxiliary antenna, nor does he mention any effects on BER.
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Lellouch and Nikookar [30] considered the case of a network of four ground based
rotating surveillance radars placed on the corners of a 2.5 km square. The research showed
that, as expected, the BER and data rate when the antenna beams were pointing directly
at one another (the best case scenario) performed very well while when pointing away
from each other (the worst case scenario) the communication link was completely ruined.
Assuming that the four radars have a search time of 4 seconds, the researchers conclude
that an acceptable BER (in this case 10−3) is obtained for on average 56 ms of the radar
scan time. However, if an auxiliary omni-directional receive antenna is also used, the
time with acceptable BER is increased to 163 ms of the radar scan time. However, in
[29, 30] only ground based stationary radars were considered. It is reasonable to assume
that performance of the communications channel in a highly dynamic airborne air to air
radar situation would be considerably worse.
One method to overcome the FOR problem in simultaneous radar communication op-
erations is to use an OFDM based Digital Array Radar (DAR) with frequency multiplexing
as described by Stralka [31]. In his study, Stralka conveys the desirability for a radar to have
simultaneous multi-mode operation (i.e. simultaneously search for targets while tracking
targets and performing EA). Near simultaneous searching and tracking can be achieved by
time interleaving the associated radar modes. If, however, an electronically steered sub-
apertured phased array antenna is employed true simultaneous operation can be achieved
by designating various subapertures to different modes which can then be electronically
steered in different directions. The drawback to this approach is that each mode only uses
a portion of the antenna which results in less directivity. Stralka proposed using OFDM
waveforms to overcome this limitation by frequency multiplexing waveforms for simulta-
neous utilization of radar operations while maintaining full aperture gain. While Stralka is
interested in simultaneous operation of traditional radar modes, it is conceivable that this
method can be used to achieve simultaneous radar and communication functions with radar
antenna beams pointing in one direction and communication antenna beams pointing in the
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direction of the intended receivers. The downside to this method is that it does not achieve
the full frequency diversity gain as the carrier frequencies are multiplexed to for different
operations.
Various articles have been published concerning dual use waveform design for radar
operations and communications. In [32] the authors study the use of phase encoded OFDM
signals. They perform an AF analysis on the signal and conclude that it is sufficient for
radar operations. Then, through an example, they show that the spectral efficiency of such
a wide-band radar signal is relatively low. However, they claim that if the OFDM system
was properly designed, the system could reach a bit error rate on par with a traditional
OFDM system. Unfortunately the authors do not provide any simulated communication
performance results.
In [33] the authors propose an expansion method for complete complementary code
family creation that expands the code length helps prevent interference between different
users. The authors go into great detail on process of generating these waveforms, but do
not provide any evidence of there ability to transmit data at an acceptable bit error rate.
A chaos-based phase coded signal for joint radar and communication systems was
proposed in [34]. The authors use a phase-coded OFDM signal based on chaos theory
that have good collaboration performance. The authors argue that the chaos based codes
have several good properties including their ease of generation, their flexibility in coding
length, their ’secrecy’ performance, and their ideal correlation properties. The authors
provide no communication performance simulations and conclude that further research




2.1 The Radar Waveform
A radar waveform can be modeled as
x (t) = a (t) sin [2πfct+ φ (t)] , (2.1)
where a (t) is the pulse amplitude, fc is the radar carrier frequency, and φ (t) is the phase
of the signal. At the radar receiver, the signal is demodulated (i.e. the carrier frequency is
removed) by mixing the signal with a local oscillator and sending the resultant waveform
through a low-pass filter (LPF) resulting in
x̄ (t) = a (t) sin (φ (t)) . (2.2)
It is noticed that there are two time varying components to this signal which can be mod-
ulated to achieve a desired radar measurement response. Because pulsed radar detection
performance can only be maximized if the amplitude is as large as possible, a (t) is typ-









, |t| = 1
2
0, |t| > 1
2
, (2.3)
the amplitude of a pulsed waveform with a pulse-width τ is defined as






where A is a constant. An example 1 µs pulse with a carrier frequency of 10 MHz is shown
in Fig. 2.1. The solid line in Fig. 2.1a shows the radar pulse with the carrier while the
dashed line shows the resulting pulse after demodulating the signal to remove the carrier.
As shown in Fig. 2.1b the frequency response of the demodulated pulse is the sinc with a
first null-to-null bandwidth equal to twice the inverse of the pulse-width.
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A Simple Radar Pulse
x(t)
x̄(t)
(a) A 1 µs pulse. The solid line is the pulse before demodulation and the dashed line is the pulse
after the carrier has been removed.




















(b) The frequency spectrum of the demodulated pulse. The null-to-null bandwidth is indicated as
2/τ
Figure 2.1: A simple 1 µs radar pulse modulated at 10 MHz.
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2.2 Range Resolution
One figure of merit of a radar system is its range resolution ∆R. The range resolution
describes the closest targets can be in range and still remain distinguishable. Consider the
case of a simple radar pulse with a pulse-width τ and non-varying frequency and phase.
Assuming this pulse is transmitted at time t = 0, the leading edge of the pulse is received
at time t0 after reflecting off a target at a range of ct0/2 (c is the speed of propagation).
Simultaneously, returns from the trailing edge of the pulse will be received after reflecting
of a target at a range of c (t0 − τ) /2. Therefor, targets within cτ/2 will simultaneously be
received and will remain indistinguishable to the radar. The range resolution of a simple










For a simple rectangular pulsed waveform, the range resolution is directly proportional
to the pulse width τ . Therefor better range resolution is achieved by using shorter pulses.
However, improving the range resolution by shortening the pulse results in less total energy
being transmitted which decreases both the detection and measurement performance of the
radar. In fact, the energy in a radar pulse is
Ep = A
2τ, (2.7)
where A is the constant amplitude of the rectangular pulse. It is clearly impossible to
decrease ∆R in Eq. (2.5) and increase the signal energy in Eq. (2.7). However, as deduced
in Eq. (2.6), the range resolution afforded by a short pulse can be achieved by a longer
9
pulse by increasing its bandwidth by applying a frequency or phase modulation.
2.3 Pulse Compression
Pulse compression is the process of achieving better range resolution through increasing
a pulse’s bandwidth and processing the returned signal through a pulse compression filter
(i.e. a matched filter). The improved range resolution through pulse compression over that





which is simply the time-bandwidth product of the pulse. The range resolution achieved







which is simply the range resolution of the simple radar pulsed divided by the pulse com-
pression ratio.
One such means of increasing the bandwidth of the signal is to linearly modulate
the frequency in time. The baseband representation of this Linearly Frequency Modulated
(LFM) signal can be defined as







0 ≤ t ≤ τ, (2.10)
where B is the total bandwidth of the LFM modulation. That is, if the pulse is modulated
from a frequency of fmin to fmax then B=fmax − fmin.
It is also possible to increase the bandwidth of the pulse through phase modulation.
A phase modulated pulse, also called a phase coded waveform, has a constant frequency,
10
and a phase that is switched between M fixed values at regular intervals within the pulse





(m− 1)2 − π (m− 1) (2.11)





(m− 1)2 m is even
π
M
(m− 1)m m is odd
(2.12)
for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
Fig. 2.2 demonstrates the range resolution performance improvement when using fre-
quency and phase modulated waveforms. The solid line is the matched filter response of a
LFM pulse with a total swept bandwidth of 20 MHz, the dashed line is the matched filter
response of a P3 phase modulated code of length 10, and the dotted line is the matched
filter response of a simple pulse. All signals in this example are modulated with a carrier
frequency of 10 MHz. For this example, the range resolution of the simple pulse is 150
meters while the range resolutions for the LFM and P3 signals are 15 meters equating to a
PCR of 10.
2.4 Multi-Frequency Complementary Phase Codes
Levanon [11–13], and Levanon and Mozeson [14, 15] examined sequences of phase coded
signals that form a complementary set. All cyclically time shifted versions of any sequence
with an ideal periodic autocorrelation function forms a complementary set. The matched
filter response of these complementary sets have an ideal periodic autocorrelation function
(ACF) [35]. In other words, adding the autocorrelation responses of all cyclically shifted
11




























Figure 2.2: A demonstration of the range resolution performance improvement when using
frequency and phase modulated pulse compression waveforms.
versions of a sequence with an ideal periodic autocorrelation response yields a response
with no sidelobes. Two such codes are the previously described P3 and P4 code sequences
with phase modulations as described in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) respectively.
In order to take advantage of this property, all cyclically shifted versions must be
separated. One approach is to separate the sequences in time by transmitting a different
cyclically shifted version of the code on each transmitted pulse. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates this
time separated signal structure for such a code where each pulse is a differently cyclically
shifted M = 6 length P3 or P4 code (the various patch fill patterns and colors represent the
various phase modulations for the sequence). However, small Doppler shifts cause large
phase shifts which causes the matched filter response to no longer exhibit zero sidelobes.
Fig. 2.4 shows an example of this where a radar is operating at 10 GHz. The dashed line
shows the ideal matched filter response while the solid line shows the response with a
Doppler shift caused by a target traveling at 200 m/s towards the radar. It is clear that the
12












Interpulse Time (Pulse Number)
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Figure 2.3: A comparison of the autocorrelation sidelobes of two 3×3 P3 MCPC sequences
















Single Frequency Complementary Response
Doppler
No Doppler
Figure 2.4: A comparison of the autocorrelation sidelobes of two 3×3 P3 MCPC sequences
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Table 2.1: Phases matrix (in degrees) of the elements of a P3 based 5× 5 MCPC signal
0 -144 -216 -216 -144
-144 -216 -216 -144 0
-216 -216 -144 0 -144
-216 -144 0 -144 -216
-144 0 -144 -216 -216
Instead of separating these complementary sets in time, Levanon and Mozeson bor-
rowed form spread spectrum digital communications, namely Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM), to separate the sequences in frequency. They termed the
resulting codes Multi-Frequency Complementary Phase Coded (MCPC) waveforms. The
MCPC signal is constructed as an M ×M matrix of cyclically shifted versions of either
M length P3 or M length P4 codes. It is possible to stack MCPC sequences resulting in a
N×M sequence where N is an integer multiple of M . Such a stacked sequence also forms
a complementary set. Table 2.1 provides an example of a P3 based 5× 5 MCPC signal.
Using a traditional OFDM signaling scheme, the M sequences are transmitted on N
subcarriers separated in frequency by
∆f = B/N = 1/tb, (2.13)
where B is the bandwidth of the system and tb is the time duration of each bit in the
























exp (jφn,m) 0 ≤ t ≤ tb
0 otherwise
(2.15)
and φn,m is the mth phase element of the nth sequence (i.e. the mth column and nth row
of Table 2.1). It is observed that this OFDM modulation scheme can be efficiently accom-
plished with the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) operation and that, upon recep-
tion, the transmitted sequence can be demodulated through application of the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT).
Fig. 2.5 illustrates this transmission scheme for 6×6 MCPC code (the various patch fill
patterns and colors represent the various phase modulations for the sequence). The figure
makes it clear that each cyclically shifted M = 6 length P3 or P4 code is simultaneously
transmitted on 6 subcarriers separated by ∆f . As a corollary to the Doppler analysis of the
temporally separated sequences in Fig. 2.4, Fig. 2.6 provides the ACF for a multi-frequency
MCPC transmitted with a carrier frequency of 10 GHz. The dashed line is the ACF response
with no Doppler shift while the solid line is the response with a Doppler shift caused by
a target moving at −200 m/s towards the radar. It is clear from this figure that while the
MCPC sequences do not produce the full benefits of a complementary set, namely zero
ACF sidelobes, they do produce ideal periodic ACF sidelobes spaced at integer multiples
of t/tb. It is also observed that the MCPC sequence is much more Doppler tolerant than






Figure 2.5: A comparison of the autocorrelation sidelobes of two 3×3 P3 MCPC sequences























This section will propose a method of using the MCPC signals prescribed by Levanon as
wireless communication waveforms. For a system employing an M ×M MCPC sequence,
a total of M ! unique sequences can be generated (! is the factorial operator). These M !
unique combinations are formed by applying every possible cyclical shift to the base P3 or
P4 code as given in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). These shifted version are enumerated in reverse
lexicographical order of the total number of permutations of possible cyclical shifts to the
right. Table 3.1 provides the enumerated mapping for a 3 × 3 MCPC sequence. With this
mapping, a unique sequence can be referenced by its enumerated value.
Each of these unique sequences can be assigned a unique bit combination (i.e. a series
of binary 1’s and 0’s). Suppose U such sequences have been identified. In order to ensure
a complete code set (a complete code set contains all possible combinations of 1’s and 0’s)
a maximum of
V = 2blog2(U)c (3.1)
can be used. A figure of merit in communications systems is the spectral efficiency which
measures the rate of information transmission over a set bandwidth. The information trans-
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Table 3.1: The enumerated unique sequences of a 3 × 3 MCPC code. The sequences are
enumerated in reverse lexicographical order of the possible permutations of the number of
cyclical shifts.
Cyclical Shifts
Enumeration f1 f2 f3
1 2 1 0
2 2 0 1
3 1 2 0
4 1 0 2
5 0 2 1
6 0 1 2





where B is the bandwidth of the system. The spectral efficiency is found by dividing the








Table 3.2 provides the total number of combinations, the total number of usable combina-
tions, the corresponding number of bits per sequence, and the associated spectral efficien-
cies for various sizes of MCPC sequences.
Table 3.2 clearly shows that not all MCPC sequences can be used for communications
purposes. Therefore, the sequences that exhibit the smallest autocorrelation rms sidelobe
levels are chosen. As an example, consider Fig. 3.1 which compares the autocorrelation
response of sequences 2 and 4 of the 3×3 P3 MCPC sequences. It clear that sequence 2 has
lower overall sidelobes as compared to sequence 4. Therefore sequence 4 is discarded in
18
favor of sequence 2. The reasoning for this approach is in consideration of radar detection
performance. As will be shown, large sidelobe levels can cause false detections, as well
as missed detections due to the masking of smaller targets by the large sidelobes of larger
targets. Table 3.3 provides the single sided, normalized rms sidelobe levels of the 6 3 × 3
P3 and P4 MCPC sequences as well as which sequences are retained due to having lower
overall sidelobe responses. Similar tables for 4× 4, 5× 5, and 6× 6 MCPC sequences are
found in Appendix A.
Table 3.2: A comparison of the number of valid combinations, corresponding number of
bits per MCPC sequence, and the spectral efficiency in units of (bit/s)/Hz
Total Valid Spectral
Size Combinations Combinations Bits Efficiency
3× 3 6 4 2 0.2222
4× 4 24 16 4 0.2500
5× 5 120 64 6 0.2400
6× 6 720 512 9 0.2500
7× 7 5040 4096 12 0.2449
8× 8 40320 32768 15 0.2344
9× 9 362880 262144 18 0.2222
10× 10 3628800 2097152 21 0.2100
19

























Figure 3.1: A comparison of the autocorrelation sidelobes of two 3×3 P3 MCPC sequences
Table 3.3: The single sided normalized RMS sidelobe levels for 3 × 3 P3 and P4 based
MCPC sequences
P3 P4
Sequence Level Kept Level Kept
1 0.1534 no 0.1530 yes
2 0.1118 yes 0.1493 yes
3 0.1495 yes 0.1118 yes
4 0.1793 no 0.1534 no
5 0.1530 yes 0.1793 no
6 0.1493 yes 0.1495 yes
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3.2 MCPC Encoding
A unique bit sequence must be associated with each valid MCPC sequence. The Gray code
is typically used to improve Bit Error Rate (BER) performance in wireless digital commu-
nication systems. A Gray code is a sequence where two successive values only differ by a
single bit. Consider the 16 symbol Quadrature Amplitude Modulated (16-QAM) constella-
tion shown in Fig. 3.2. Notice that the 4 bit binary Gray codes are only different by a single
bit between adjacent constellation points. Now consider an error in the measurements of
the quadrature and in-phase signal components of a received 16-QAM signal. It is easy to
see that if this measurement error is the result of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN),
the most likely incorrect decoding of the transmitted constellation point will be a neighbor-
ing point. With a Gray coded constellation, errors in the decoding of the 16-QAM symbols
will result in fewer errors in the recovery of the encoded bits. The remainder of this section
will provide the means to apply Gray codes to MCPC sequences.
In order to apply Gray codes to the MCPC sequences a measure of the ’distance’
between the various sequences must be established. Once this metric is created, Gray
codes can be assigned according to the distances between the MCPC sequences. Therefor,
there will be fewer errors in the detection of the transmitted bits should there be errors in
the decoding of the transmitted MCPC sequences.
MCPC sequences are self orthogonal meaning the conjugate transpose of a M ×M
MCPC code multiplied by itself will equal the identity matrix. This property will be ex-





(∣∣∣X̂∗ᵀn Xrx∣∣∣2)+ ∣∣∣tra(X̂∗ᵀn Xrx)∣∣∣2 , (3.4)
where tra (·) is the trace operator, sum (·) is the sum of all elements of the matrix, X̂n
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Gray Coded 16-QAM Constellation
Figure 3.2: Gray coded 16-QAM Constellation
is the nth valid MCPC sequence, and Xrx is the received sequence under test. With this
receiver structure in mind, a V × V distance matrix D is constructed where the element at
row i and column j is equal to
Di,j = |β (i, i)− β (i, j)|
= |0.5− β (i, j)| (3.5)
where
β (i, j) =
∣∣tra (X∗ᵀj X i)∣∣2
M sum
(∣∣X∗ᵀj X i∣∣2)+ ∣∣tra (X∗ᵀj X i)∣∣2 , (3.6)
and X i and Xj are the ith and jth valid MCPC sequences.
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In a similar manner, a V × V distance matrix G is constructed to denote the number
of bit differences between the Gray codes. Gi,j , the value at the ith row and jth column of
G, is the number of differing bits between the ith and jth Gray codes and is calculated as
Gi,j = HW(XOR (Ci, Cj)) , (3.7)
where HW(·) is the Hamming weight (a count of the number of set bits), XOR(·) is the
bitwise exclusive or operator, and Ci and Cj are the ith and jth Gray codes respectively.
The goal, then, is to associate the smaller values of D with the smaller values of G
and the larger values of D with the larger values of G. To do so, the values in the distance
matrix G are used to generate a V × V cost matrix R as outlined in Algorithm 1. The
elements of this cost matrix are larger for smaller values of G and more negative for larger
values of G.
Algorithm 1 Generate the cost matrix R
A← 0 . Initialize a V × V matrix to all zeros
Ai,j ← log2 (V )−Gi,j < log2 (V ) /2 . The elements of A are the number of bits
per MCPC sequence minus the elements of
G that are less than half of the number of
bits per MCPC sequence
A← A/max (Ai,j) . Normalize the matrix
B ← 0 . Initialize a V × V matrix to all zeros
Bi,j ← Gi,j > log2 (V ) /2 . The elements of B are the elements of G
that are greater than half of the number of
bits per MCPC sequence
B ← −B/max (Bi,j) . Normalize the matrix and multiply it by -1
R← A+B . The final matrix is the sum of A and B
Next, a cost function is established as
χ = sum (D R) , (3.8)
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where sum (·) is the sum of all elements and  is the Hadamard product. Through exami-
nation of the matrix R, it is evident that the cost function χ will be smaller when smaller
elements of D line up with smaller elements of G and larger elements of D line up with
larger elements of G. This leads to an optimization problem with the goal of minimizing
the cost function χ by reordering the valid MCPC sequences to cause D to more closely
resemble G. The routine to perform this minimization is provided in Algorithm 2.
As an example, consider 4 × 4 P3 based MCPC sequences (the selected sequences
are those with the smallest average sidelobe levels and are tabulated in Table A.2 in Ap-
pendix A). Fig. 3.3a shows the distance matrix for a 4 bit Gray code which was found
through application of Eq. (3.7). Next, a cost matrix is derived from the Gray code distance
matrix through Algorithm 1. The elemental values of this cost matrix (shown in Fig. 3.3b)
are larger for smaller Gray code distances and more negative for larger Gray code distances.
Fig. 3.3c depicts the distance matrix for the initialized MCPC sequence order at the start
of Algorithm 2. Finally, Fig. 3.3d shows the distance matrix of the minimized MCPC se-
quence upon completion of Algorithm 2. Through visual inspection of Figs. 3.3c and 3.3d
with Fig. 3.3a, it is evident that the distance matrix of the minimized MCPC sequence more
closely resembles the Gray code distance matrix. The resulting mapping of Gray codes to
individual 4× 4 P3 based MCPC sequences is provided in Table 3.4. Gray code mappings
for 4× 4, 5× 5, and 6× 6 MCPC sequences are provided in Appendix B.
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Algorithm 2 Gray Code MCPC minimization
procedure MINIMIZECOST
s←{1, 2, . . . , V } . Initialize the MCPC sequence order
χ←sum (GET DIST(D, s)R) . Get the cost for this order
done←0 . Flag for terminating the while loop
while done 6= 1 do
swap←0 . Flag for indicating a swap
for for s1 = 1, s1++, while s1 ≤ V do . Loop through every element
χ′←χ and k←0
for for s2 = 1, s2 6= s1, s1++, while s1 ≤ V do
ŝ←SWAP(s1,s2,s) . Swap sequence posistions
χ̂←sum (GET DIST(D, ŝ)R) . Get the cost for this order
if χ̂ < χ′ then . If this is the smallest cost
k←s2 and χ′←χ̂ . Store the swaped indice and cost
end if
end for
if k 6= 0 then . If there was a swap
χ←χ′, s←SWAP(s1,k,s), and swap←1 . Update the sequence and cost
end if
end for
if swap 6= 1 then . If no swaps occured
done←1 . Declare the cost minimized and terminate the loop
end if
end while
return s . Return the resulting sequence
end procedure
function GET DIST(D,s)
Return a distance matrix for the sequence s
for for i = 1, i++, while i ≤ V do














The Gray Code to 4× 4 P3 Based MCPC Sequences Minimization Example










(a) The 4 bit Gray code distance matrix G.










(b) The cost matrix R for a 4 bit Gray code












(c) The starting distance matrix for a set of 4× 4
P3 based MCPC sequences.












(d) The minimized distance matrix for a set of
4× 4 P3 based MCPC sequences.
Figure 3.3: An example of associating 4× 4 P3 based MCPC sequences with Gray codes.
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3.3 The Wireless Communication Channel
As previously mentioned, a figure merit in wireless communications is the Bit Error Rate
(BER). The bit error rate is defined as the number of bit errors per unit time and is typically
expressed in terms of Eb/N0 (the energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio).





where C is the carrier power and R is the information bit rate. The term information
bit rate is defined as the bit rate for only those bits that contain data (i.e. they are not
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used for channel estimation, error correction codes, etc.). Eb, in a sense, is an expression
of normalized carrier power that is useful when comparing the performance of different
modulation schemes. The noise spectral density (in Joules) is calculated as the amount of





Eb/N0 is a unitless quantity that is typically expressed in Decibels. Because both Eb and
N0 are normalized, it allows for a direct comparison of the BER performance of different
modulation schemes.
3.3.1 Additive White Gaussian Noise
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is a source of degradation in a wireless commu-
nication channel. AWGN is white noise with a constant spectral density and a Gaussian
distribution that is linearly added to the useful communication signal component. Assum-
ing a desired noise power σ2, complex AWGN noise can be modeled as
N = Nr + iNi, (3.11)
where Nr and Ni are independent random values distributed asN (0, σ2/2) whereN (0, σ2/2)
is a zero mean normal distribution with variance σ2/2.
With this AWGN noise model defined, it is now possible to model a signal with a












where B is the channel bandwidth and Se is the spectral efficiency first introduced in
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Eq. (3.3). Eq. (3.12) implies that modulation schemes that have higher spectral efficien-
cies require relatively smaller CNRs to achieve a given Eb/N0.
3.3.2 Intercarrier Interference
In multi-carrier communication technologies such as OFDM, a major obstacle in achieving
maximum system performance is Intercarrier Interference (ICI) which is caused by carrier
frequency offsets due, in part, to Doppler shifts within the communications channel. This
ICI leads to the destruction of orthogonality within the communication link which inhibits
the accurate transmission of data.
In an OFDM communication system, the received signal on subcarrier k in an AWGN
channel with ICI has been well established as [36]
Y (k) = X (k)S (0) +
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=k
X (l)S (l − k) + nk
k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (3.13)
where X (k) is the transmitted modulated symbol on the kth subcarrier and nk is the addi-
tive Gaussian noise sample. S (l − k) is the ICI coefficient between the lth and kth subcar-
rier which is equated as














(ε+ l − k)
)
, (3.14)
where ε is the normalized frequency offset given by ε = ∆F/∆f (∆F is the carrier fre-
quency offset and ∆f is the subcarrier spacing of the system).
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where X̄ = [X(0), . . . , X(N−1)]ᵀ is the transmitted modulated symbol vector through one
bit interval (i.e. a single column of Table 2.1) produced by Eq. (2.14), Ȳ = [Y (0), . . . , Y (N−
1)]ᵀ is the corresponding received signal vector, n̄ = [n0, . . . , nN−1]ᵀ is the noise vector,
and S is the ICI coefficient matrix. The pth row and qth column element of the N × N S
matrix is
Sp,q = Sp−q = S (p− q) (3.16)
resulting in the ICI coefficient matrix
S =

S0 S−1 · · · S2−N S1−N
S1−N S0 S−1 · · · S2−N
... S1−N S0
. . . ...
S−2
... . . . . . . S−1
S−1 S−2 · · · SN−1 S0

(3.17)
A more general equation to handle the entire transmission duration of an N×M matrix
of stacked MCPC sequences can also be derived. Assuming the normalized frequency
offset remains constant throughout the transmission of a single block of bits, the received











S S · · · S
]
, (3.19)
R is the MN ×N matrix
R =

I 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 I
. . . ...
... . . .
...
... . . . . . . 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 I 0 · · · 0

, (3.20)
where I is a M ×M identity matrix, and N is a N ×M matrix of complex noise samples.
3.3.3 Multipath Fading Channel
Typically, fading channels in spread spectrum wireless systems such as OFDM demonstrate
an M -fold frequency diversity over the transmission bandwidth, where M is, for example,
2, 3, or 4. Mathematically, this corresponds to
N∆f = M∆fc, (3.21)
where N∆f is the bandwidth of the OFDM transmission and ∆fc is the coherence band-
width of the channel which indicates that it is frequency selective over the entire trans-
mission bandwidth but not over each subcarrier [37]. Specifically, with N carriers spaced
across the entire bandwidth each carrier undergoes a flat fade with the correlation between
the ith and jth subcarrier fades characterized by [37]
ρi,j =
1
1 + ((fi − fj) /∆fc)2
(3.22)
where (fi − fj) represents the frequency separation between the ith and jth subcarriers.
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The method used to generate these correlated fades is discussed in [38] and is briefly
described next. The received signal vector in a fading channel can be written as
Ȳ = BX̄S + n̄ (3.23)
where B is a N ×N diagonal matrix equal to
B =

α1 0 · · · 0
0 α2
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 · · · 0 αN

(3.24)
and αn is the correlated fading coefficient with Rayleigh statistics on channel n. Similarly,







The process for generating the correlated Rayleigh values for α involves generating com-
plex normal random variables
[
v1 v2 · · · vN
]
with a covariance matrix
Kg =

1 ρg,1,2 ρg,1,3 · · · ρg,1,N
ρg,2,1 1 ρg,2,3 · · · ρg,2,N
...
ρg,N,1 ρg,N,2 ρg,N,3 · · · 1

. (3.26)
The goal is to find the coefficients ρg,i,m such that the absolute value of the resulting com-
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plex normal random variable is Rayleigh distributed with a desired covariance matrix
Kr =

1 ρr,1,2 ρr,1,3 · · · ρr,1,N
ρr,2,1 1 ρr,2,3 · · · ρr,2,N
...
ρr,N,1 ρr,N,2 ρr,N,3 · · · 1

. (3.27)
For a normalized channel rate (i.e. maximum normalized time delay) r = M/N the values
for ρg,1,n can be found as
ρg,1,n =
1
1 + ((n− 1) r)2
(3.28)
for n = 1 . . . N . The corresponding Rayleigh coefficients ρr,1,n are found through a lookup
table provided in [38]. It is obvious that the full covariance matrix Kr is constructed from
the values of ρr,1,n as Kr has a Toeplitz structure.
Next, matrices U and Z are calculated through Eigenvalue decomposition resulting
in
B = U−1KrU . (3.29)




and a matrix T is given as
T = D−1. (3.31)
Next a vector z̄ of length N with elements
[
z1 z2 · · · zN
]
is generated with elements
ni ∼ [N (0, 0.5) + jN (0, 0.5)] where N (0, 0.5) is a zero-mean random variable with
variance 0.5. Finally, a vector ᾱ, with elements
[
α1 α2 · · · αN
]
, is calculated as
ᾱ = T z̄. (3.32)
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The coefficients of ᾱ correspond to the diagonal elements in Eq. (3.24). Readers who desire
more detail into the theory behind the generation of this fading channel are referred to [38].
3.4 Channel Equalization and ICI Removal
The accuracy of the reception and interpretation of the transmitted data is dependent upon
the mitigation of both the effects of the fading channel and the ICI. For clarity’s sake, and
without loss of generality, the following derivations will ignore the noise matrix N . The
proposed fading channel equalization process begins by multiplying the received signal
matrix by its conjugate transpose resulting






Now, assuming there exists an estimate of the modulated transmitted symbol matrix (de-






























where diag (·) is the diagonal operator where
diag (A) =

A1,1 0 · · · 0
0 A2,2
. . . ...
... . . . . . .
...
0 0 · · · An,n

. (3.36)
If the estimates of the ICI matrix and the modulated transmitted signal matrix are perfect,




which is equal to the received
signal with the effects of the fading channel removed. It is therefore concluded that the





The next step in the recovery of the transmitted symbols is to remove the effects of the
ICI. It can be shown that the ICI coefficient matrix S is an orthogonal matrix where
SS∗ᵀ = I. (3.38)
Hence, the ICI can be completely removed from the previously equalized signal if we apply









where S̃CT is the N ×MN matrix
S̃CT =
[
S∗ᵀ S∗ᵀ · · · S∗ᵀ
]
, (3.40)
and R is as previously defined.
Through application of Eqs. (3.35) and (3.39)), the signal distortion caused by the
fading channel and ICI can be effectively removed. However, before these techniques can
be implemented, a method of obtaining estimates of the ICI and modulated transmitted
symbol matrices must be established.
Similar to the scheme proposed in [39], estimates of the normalized frequency offsets
can be quantized into P equally spaced values between εmin and εmax where
ε̂p = εmin +
1
2
∆ε+ (p− 1)∆ε, p = 1, 2, . . . , P, (3.41)





As depicted in Fig. 3.4, P parallel channels are built in the receiver where each branch
uses one of the P quantized ε’s to create the corresponding ICI coefficient matrix Ŝ. Hence,
there are P ICI coefficient matrices Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ..., ŜP where the pth matrix corresponds to
Ŝp =

Sp(0) Sp(−1) · · · Sp(1−N)
Sp(1) Sp(0) · · · Sp(2−N)
...
... . . .
...





Sp (l − k) =














(ε̂p + l − k)
)
, (3.44)
For every branch, using the quantized ICI coefficient matrix estimates, additional par-
allel branches are created; one for each valid MCPC combination (labeled X̂1, X̂2, and
X̂n in Fig. 3.4). The processing demands for such a receiver becomes increasingly more






unique combinations need to be checked for each of the P normalized frequency offset
estimation branches. This processing burden can be reduced by simply examining the
stacked MCPC sequences in isolation. That is, testing each M × M group of the total
N/M stacked groups independently by by setting the remaining N/M − 1 sequences to





combinations per normalized frequency offset branch.
For each parallel ICI cancellation branch, a metric must be established to determine















Ŝp Ŝp · · · Ŝp
]
. (3.48)
It is noted that Eq. (3.47) includes both the fading channel equalization as performed in






















Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the MCPC receiver.
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where κ is a constant and I is an M ×M identity matrix. Therefor, it is concluded that
for a given normalized frequency offset estimate, the best estimate of the MCPC sequence
will be the one that most resembles an identity matrix. A decision device (labeled Dβ in





(∣∣∣ξ̂∣∣∣2)+ ∣∣∣tra(ξ̂)∣∣∣2 , (3.50)
where tra (·) is the trace operation, and sum (·) is the sum of all elements in the matrix.
Now that the best MCPC sequence estimates have been found for each of the nor-
malized frequency offset estimates, a decision has to be made on which of the ε̂p branches
produces the most likely result. This is accomplished by first producing an estimate of the
received signal that includes the effects of the estimated fading channel as well as the esti-
mated ICI. The estimate of the fading channel was previously provided in Eq. (3.37) where
ζ is as given in Eq. (3.33) and ρ is as given in Eq. (3.34) with the ICI matrix estimation
ˆ̃S replaced by ˆ̃Sp and the transmitted sequence estimation X̂ replaced by the best MCPC
sequence estimate for the current ICI branch under investigation (X̂p). The estimated re-
ceived signal on branch p is then calculated as








A decision devise (labeled D‖·‖F in Fig. 3.4) is constructed where the branch p that mini-
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mizes
Θ = ‖Y − Ŷ ‖F , (3.52)
where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm, is deemed to be the best estimate of the transmitted
MCPC sequence.
3.5 Simulation
3.5.1 Gray Code Performance
Fig. 3.5 demonstrates the performance gain achieved through application of Gray codes in
an AWGN channel. In each sub-figure, the curves with circle markers use Gray codes while
the curves with square markers use Anti-Gray codes. These Anti-Gray codes are produced
by performing the inverse of Algorithm 2; that is, performing a maximization of the cost
function. As can be seen, the Gray codes afford approximately a 0.5 dB performance gain
as compared to the Anti-Gray codes. The Anti-Gray case represents the lower bounds of
BER performance. The BER obtained by naively assigning codes to the MCPC sequences
(i.e assigning sequence 1 to code 1, sequence 2 to code 2, etc.) will fall somewhere between
the performance of the Gray code and Anti-Gray code curves.
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Gray Code Performance











(a) 4×4 P3 MCPC












(b) 5×5 P3 MCPC











(c) 4×4 P4 MCPC












(d) 5×5 P4 MCPC
Figure 3.5: The BER performance gain when using Gray codes for 4× 4 and 5× 5 P3 and
P4 based MCPC sequences. The Anti-Gray curves were generated by maximizing the cost
function.
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3.5.2 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel
The performance of the MCPC sequences will now be examined in an AWGN channel.
Figs. 3.6 to 3.13 compare the performance of P3 and P4 based MCPC modulations with
Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK), and 8 Phase-
Shift Keying (8PSK) modulation schemes. A number of conclusions can be drawn through
examination of these figures: 1) the 8PSK modulation has the worst performance, 2) only
the N × 6 and 5 × 5 codes outperform BPSK and QPSK modulations, and 3) the perfor-
mance of the MCPC based signals increases as M increases; that is, the BERs of the N × 4
sequences are better than the BERs of the N × 3 sequences.
Figs. 3.14 to 3.17 compare the BER performance of similarly sized P3 and P4 based
MCPC modulations. The performance of N×3, N×4, and N×5 P3 and P4 based MCPC
sequences appear to be equal. However, as shown in Fig. 3.17, the N × 6 P3 based MCPC
signals outperform their P4 counterparts by approximately 0.375 dB. It is also noted that
as N increases, the BER performance decreases (i.e. 4 × 4 MCPC sequences outperform
20× 4 MCPC sequences).
Fig. 3.18 compares the BER performance of M × M P3 and P4 based MCPC se-
quences, as well as BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK modulated data. This figure reinforces previ-
ously drawn conclusions: 1) it is clear that the 8PSK modulation exhibits the worst perfor-
mance, 2) the BER performance increases with increasing M , 3) the performance of 3× 3,
4× 4, and 5× 5 MCPC sequences are the same for P3 and P4 based codes, 4) the 6× 6 P3
based sequence outperforms the 6× 6 P4 based sequence, and 5) only the 5× 5 and 6× 6










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.5.3 Fading Channel with Intercarrier Interference
Now the effectiveness of MCPC encoded signals and traditional phase coded signals in a
4-fold frequency diverse correlated Rayleigh fading channel with ICI will be considered.
For the following experiments, the normalized frequency offset is randomly changed for
each transmission with a uniform random number between −0.5 and 0.5 inclusive.
It has yet to be determined how many parallel ICI cancellation branches are necessary
to produce acceptable results. Fig. 3.19 demonstrates BER performance as a function of
the number of normalized frequency offset estimation samples. In this figure, Eb/N0 is
approximately equal to 30 dB for each curve. Furthermore, a value of P = 1 implies no ICI
cancellation (i.e. a single sample at ε̂p = 0). This figure shows that only 6 parallel branches
are necessary to produce nearly maximal ICI cancellation. Therefore, for the remainder
of this chapter, 6 parallel branches will be considered with ε̂p samples at −0.4167, −0.25,
−0.0833, 0.0833, 0.25, and 0.4167.









12 × 3 P3 MCPC
16 × 4 P3 MCPC
20 × 5 P3 MCPC
12 × 3 P4 MCPC
16 × 4 P4 MCPC
20 × 5 P4 MCPC
Figure 3.19: A demonstration of the BER performance improvement as a function of the
number of parallel ICI cancellation branches.
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N×3, N×4, and N×5 P3 and P4 based MCPC code sequences will now be compared
with differentially encoded binary phase shift keying (D-BPSK) and quadrature phase shift
keying (D-QPSK) sequences. Differential encoding is used here as it helps combat the
symbol phase rotation caused by the fading channel. The adjacent symbol repetition (ASR)
ICI self cancellation scheme [40] will be applied to both the differentially encoded signals
to mitigate the effects of ICI. ASR works by repeating the same symbol with opposite
polarity on adjacent subcarriers thus reducing the transmission rate by one-half.
Figs. 3.20 to 3.25 compare the performance of P3 and P4 based MCPC modula-
tions with D-BPSK and D-QPSK modulation schemes. Unlike the BER performance in
an AWGN channel, the BER performance does not necessarily decrease as the number
of channels increases. In fact, it is clearly seen that the best performance is achieved for
4M × M P3 and P4 based MCPC sequences. Also, all N × M (N 6= M ) sequences
outperform the differentially encoded signals.
Figs. 3.26 to 3.28 compare the BER performance of similarly sized P3 and P4 based
MCPC modulations. The BER performance of N × 3, N × 4, and N × 5 P3 and P4 based
MCPC sequences are approximately the same. These figures again confirm that the best
performance is achieved for 4M ×M MCPC sequences (especially at higher SNRs).
Fig. 3.29 compares the BER performance of 4M ×M P3 and P4 based MCPC se-
quences, as well as differentially encoded data. This figure shows that the BER perfor-
mance of similarly sized P3 and P4 based MCPC sequences are approximately the equal.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.1 The Statistics of Radar Detection
As a radar measures a signal, a decision on whether or not a target is present must be made.
To do so, two hypothesis will be tested: 1) the measurement is the result of noise only (the
null hypothesis H0), and 2) the measurement is the result of noise and pulse returns from
a target (H1). A decision device must be constructed in order to determine the most likely
hypothesis. Because radar signals can be modeled as statistical processes, the establishment
of a decision device begins by determining two probability density functions (pdf). If the
radar measurement samples are denoted x, then the pdf of x given a target is not present is
px (x|H0) , (4.1)
and the pdf of x given a target is present is
px (x|H1) . (4.2)
After these two pdfs are found, then the probability of detection PD and probability of false
alarm (PFA) can be established. Definitions of these probabilities are provided in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Radar Detection Probabilities.
Probability of detection (PD) The probability the H1 is chosen when
a target is present.
Probability of false alarm (PFA) The probability that H1 is chosen when
a target is not present.
It is often the case that a radar is designed to operate with a constant PFA. To enable




px (x|H0) dx. (4.3)




px (x|H1) dx. (4.4)
4.1.1 Detection in an AWGN Channel
We will begin our examination of finding this threshold be examining the case of detecting a
known signal in AWGN. If there are η available measurements then, for the null hypothesis
case H0, the measurement vector will equal
y = n, (4.5)
where n is an η length vector of i.i.d. zero mean normal random variables with a variance
σ2 which equals the noise power. The corresponding H1 hypothesis measurement vector is
y = s+ n, (4.6)
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where s is an η length constant vector with a value equal to the signal power from the target
echo. The corresponding pdfs for these two cases are











where zeros is an η length vector of zeros, N (µ, σ2) is the normal distribution with mean






























Working now with the null hypotheses case, let X equal the sum of all measurement x. It is
clear that X is normally distributed with zero mean and variance equal to ησ2. Substituting

















Q−1 (2PFA) , (4.12)
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Now, working with the H1 case, let X equal the sum of all measurement x. X is
normally distributed with a mean equal to ηs and variance equal to ησ2. Substituting






















4.1.2 Matched Filter Detection
It is clear then, that maximizing PD is equivalent to maximizing the SNR at the output of
the receive filter. Following along with [16], the signal after passing through the receive




x (s)h (t− s) ds, (4.16)
where x (s) is the received signal plus noise waveform as given in Eq. (4.6) and h (t) is
the receive filter. The goal, then, is to design the receive filter h (t) so as to maximize the
SNR y (t). The frequency response of Eq. (4.16) (obtained through the Fourier transform)
is written as
Y (Ω) = H (Ω)X (Ω) . (4.17)
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Remembering that the received signal x (t) equals s (t) + n (t) where s (t) is the desired





S (Ω)H (Ω) ejΩtm dΩ
∣∣∣∣2 . (4.18)








|H (Ω)|2 dΩ. (4.19)














The filter H (Ω) that maximizes SNRtm can be found through the Schwartz inequality
which is ∣∣∣∣∫ A (Ω)B (Ω) dΩ∣∣∣∣2 ≤ [∫ |A (Ω)|2 dΩ] [∫ |B (Ω)|2 dΩ] (4.21)
with equality only if B (Ω) = A∗ (Ω) (∗ is the complex conjugate). Applying the Schwartz














Eq. (4.22) is maximized when
H (Ω) = S∗ (Ω) e−jΩtm , (4.23)
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or equivalently, in the time domain,
h (t) = s∗ (tm − t) . (4.24)
This filter, then, is called the matched filter because the response is a matched pair with the
transmitted waveform.
The time tm in the previous derivations is arbitrary and only needs to be greater than
or equal to the pulse width. The next step in this derivation is to determine an appropriate
value for tm. It turns out, the choice of tm is inconsequential and is traditionally set equal
to the pulse width τ . Suppose an input to a matched filter is the echo from a target with a




x (s− t0) s∗ (s+ τ − t) ds. (4.25)
It is clear that this is simply the correlation of the received, delayed signal and the matched
filter which will has a peak at zero lag. Equivalently, for a sampled signal, the matched
filter output is calculated as
ȳ = s̄H x̄, (4.26)
where s̄ is the sampled transmitted signal, x̄ is the sampled received signal, and H is the
conjugate transpose operator.
Coherent Detection
As previously shown in Section 2.1 and repeated here for clarity, a radar waveform can be
modeled as
x (t) = a (t) sin [2πfct+ φ (t)] , (2.1 revisited)
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where a (t) is the pulse amplitude, fc is the radar carrier frequency, and φ (t) is the phase
of the signal. In Section 2.1, it was also stated that, at the radar receiver, the signal is
demodulated (i.e. the carrier frequency is removed) by mixing the signal with a local
oscillator and sending the resultant waveform through a LPF resulting in
x̄ (t) = a (t) sin (φ (t)) . (2.2 revisited)
In reality, this demodulation process is not adequate in unambiguously measuring the infor-
mation carrying component of the waveform (φ (t)). This ambiguity is resolved by splitting
the received signal into two channels; the in-phase (I) channel and the quadrature (Q) chan-
nel. In the I channel, the signal is demodulated by mixing it with sin (2πfct) and passing it
through a LPF resulting in
x̄I = a (t) sin (φ (t)) . (4.27)
Similarly, in the Q channel, the signal is demodulated by mixing it with cos (2πfct) and
applying a LPF resulting in
x̄Q = a (t) cos (φ (t)) . (4.28)
The previous derivation of radar detection statistics concerned itself with real-valued radar
measurements. These detection statistics will now be updated to incorporate the use of a
coherent receiver.
It has been shown that if the noise at the front end of a coherent receiver (before
demodulation) is AWGN, the noise in both the I and Q channels of the demodulator will be
uncorrelated AWGN with half the total noise power as that at the front end [41]. With this
in mind, return again to the previous derivation of the MF. It was shown that the desired





S (Ω)S∗ (Ω) ejΩtm dΩ
∣∣∣∣2 , (4.18 revisited)
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|S∗ (Ω)|2 dΩ. (4.19 revisited)
Now consider only examining the real signal components of the output of the matched
filter. The SNR for this case is
SNRtm =
























It is clear, then, that by using only the real portion of the output from the matched filter
























In the previous derivations, perfect knowledge of the phase of the received echo was im-
plied. That is, the phase of s̄ is exactly equal to the phase of the desired signal in x̄. In
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reality, the phase of the received echo is a function of the total range to the target. The





where R is the range to the target and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted waveform
(both R and λ have the same units). A change in range of only λ/4 results in a 180◦ phase
shift. As seen in Table 4.2, small variations in range have a large impact on the received
echo. Therefor, perfect knowledge of the phase of the received echo requires the ability
very precisely measure the range of the target which, in general, is not possible. It is more
reasonable to assume the received known signal can be measured as
s̄ = ˜̄s ejθ, (4.34)
where θ is uniformly distributed as U [0, 2π). It can be shown that the output of the optimal


















Table 4.2: The change in range to cause a 180◦ phase shift.








where QM is Marcum’s Q function which is defined as










I0 (at) dt, (4.38)
where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Coherent Pulse Integration
Now suppose that the radar incorporating a matched filter is operating on a group of radar
pulses (a pulse train). The radar detection performance can be improved by coherently
summing the matched filter response of the pulses at a particular range gate. If Nc pulses
are coherently integrated then the SNR output of the matched filter will equal
SNRtm =




















It is clear from Eq. (4.20) that the MF output after the coherent integration of Nc pulses
will be exactly Nc times greater than the output for a single pulse. This results in a coherent
integration gain of
GMFc = Nc. (4.40)
As previously mentioned, this derivation relies on the unrealistic assumption of perfect
knowledge of the phase of the received signal. The coherent integration of echoed pulses
from a target with a radial velocity and/or acceleration to the radar will alter the phases of
the individual pulses being summed. This distorted phase results in the loss of coherence
between the pulses resulting in a decreased detection performance. However, because the
phase shifts between pulses are correlated to the movement of the target, the resulting phase
progression can be compensated for at the receiver. In general, this estimation results in a
coherent integration loss Lc. However, it can be shown that this loss is relatively small and
will be ignored for the remainder of this research [42].












4.1.3 Beta Detection in an AWGN Channel
In a subsequent section a new detector named the Beta Detector (BD) will be used. As
previously mentioned, P3 and P4 based MCPC codes are orthogonal meaning that the M×
M code multiplied by its conjugate transpose results in A ·MI where I is the M ×M
identity matrix and A is the sum of the squares of all elements in the sequence divided by
M2. This property will be exploited to overcome the inherent problem of large MCPC ACF
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sidelobes.
As an MCPC enabled radar receives a signal it recovers the underlying MCPC bits
by demodulating the OFDM waveform by performing an FFT operation. Assuming a
sampling period of ts, a total of Mtb/ts estimates of the underlying MCPC sequence is
produced. These estimated bits are reconstructed into N ×M MCPC matrices which are




n U , n = 1, 2, . . . ,Mtb/ts. (4.43)
Remembering that MCPC sequences are orthogonal, ξ̂n in Eq. (4.43) will equal an M×M
identity matrix when the estimated MCPC matrix Ûn equals the transmitted MCPC matrix





n = 1, 2, . . . ,Mtb/ts (4.44)
where tra (·) is the trace operation, and sum (·) is the sum of all elements in the matrix.
When the estimated MCPC matrix equals the transmitted MCPC matrix, R in Eq. (4.44)
will equal 0.5.
With this detection scheme in mind, the null hypothesis H0 statistics must be found to
derive a detection threshold for a desired PFA. For the null hypothesis, each element of ξ̂n
is normally distributed as N (0, σ2e)+ jN (0, σ
2
e). Considering the numerator of Eq. (4.44),
it is obvious that the trace operation of the elements of ξ̂n will also be normally distributed
as N (0,Mσ2e) + jN (0,Mσ
2
e). The absolute square of the trace operation then becomes
gamma distributed as Γ (1, 2Mσ2e).
Now considering the first term in the denominator of Eq. (4.44), the sum of the abso-
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lute squares of the elements of ξ̂n are gamma distributed as Γ (M2, 2σ2e). Multiplying this
gamma distribution by M results in the gamma distribution Γ (M2, 2Mσ2e). The second
term in the denominator of Eq. (4.44) is identical to the numerator. The resulting distribu-
tion takes the form
pn (n|H0) =
Γ (1, 2Mσ2e)




where β is the beta distribution. Now, assuming the desired the detection threshold T for a








for T (B (·) is the beta function). An exact solution for the threshold does not exist, but can
be numerically approximated.
With this threshold, it is now desired to find the corresponding PD. To do so requires
finding pn (n|H1). Unfortunately, a closed form solution to this does not exist. Fig. 4.1
shows pdfs for H0 as well as H1 for various SNRs. This figure makes it apparent that the
underlying distribution changes dramatically with different SNRs. Therefor, to estimate
the PD for a given threshold, pn (n|H1) must be approximated for a given SNR.
A Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [43] [44] approach is used to estimate the under-





























and σ is the standard deviation of the samples. The estimated Inverse Cumulative Distri-
bution Function (ICDF) P̂−1x (x|H1) is derived from the estimated probability distribution
p̂x (x|H1) which is subsequently used to determine an estimate of the PD for the given
detection threshold.














pn (n|H1) , -6 dB
pn (n|H1) , -2 dB
pn (n|H1) , 2 dB
pn (n|H1) , 6 dB
Figure 4.1: The beta response and associated threshold.
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Unknown Phase
As previously mentioned in the discussion on matched filtering, perfect knowledge of the
phase of the received echo is unrealistic. The question, then, arises: how does this unknown
phase affect the BD measurements?
Assume the received signal before demodulation has a phase shift relative to the trans-
mitted waveform of θ. The demodulated N ×M stacked MCPC sequence will equal
U ejθ . (4.50)









n U n = 1, 2, . . . ,Mtb/ts. (4.51)
Now, assuming Ûn equals U , Eq. (4.51) becomes
ξ̂n = e




where I is the M × M identity matrix. Applying this result to the BD measurement in
Eq. (4.44) results in 0.5. This is the same result that would have been achieved had there
been no phase shift. It is therefore concluded that it is not necessary to compensate for the
unknown phase shift when using the BD.
Pulse Integration
As was shown in the discussion on matched filtering, the detection performance can be im-
proved through the summation of the received radar pulses. A similar gain is also achieved
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with the BD by simply stacking the received pulses to form a N ·Nc×M (where Nc is the
number of integrated pulses). As was previously shown, the complex conjugate transpose
of a stacked MCPC sequence multiplied by itself results in an M ×M identity matrix. The














, n = 1, 2, . . . ,Mtb/ts, (4.53)
where Û η,n are the Nc bit measurement and U η,n are the Nc transmitted bits. Because a
closed form solution to pn (n|H1) does not exist, it is difficult to derive the performance
gain through stacking these pulses. However, yt will be shown through simulation that the
gain is approximately
GBc = Nc. (4.54)
The effects of the unknown phase on this integration scheme will now be examined.
Suppose Nc pulses of N ×M stacked MCPC sequences are integrated where each pulse
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η,nU η,n, n = 1, 2, . . . ,Mtb/ts. (4.55)








where I is the M × M identity matrix. Applying this result to the BD measurement in
Eq. (4.44) results in 0.5 which is the same result that would have been achieved had there
been no phase shift.
Minimum Probability of False Alarm
As previously mentioned, when the estimated MCPC matrix equals the transmitted MCPC
matrix, R will equal 0.5. The consequence of this is that there is a minimum PFA for which
PD will equal 0 regardless of the SNR. This minimum PFA is found by substituting 0.5 for
the threshold T in Eq. (4.46). Table 4.3 provides minimum PFA values for given M sized
MCPC sequences. These minimum PFA values hold true even if N×M matrices of stacked
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MCPC sequences are employed. Figs. 4.2 to 4.5 show Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves for M equals 3, 4, 5, and 6 sized MCPC sequences. These ROC curves
show the PD versus the PFA for various SNRs. Each figure has two sub-figures where
the top sub-figure shows the M ×M sequence and the bottom shows a stacked 5M ×M
sequence. In all of these figures it is clearly seen that as the SNR increases the PD curve
asymptotically approaches a vertical line at the minimum PFA value.
Table 4.3: The minimum PFA for the Beta detector. Any PFA lower than this value will


















(a) 3× 3 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.











(b) 15× 3 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.
Figure 4.2: N × 3 P3 based MCPC ROC curves with the minimum PFA indicated. The
associated SNR of the curves are provided in dB
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(a) 4× 4 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.











(b) 20× 4 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.
Figure 4.3: N × 4 P3 based MCPC ROC curves with the minimum PFA indicated. The
associated SNR of the curves are provided in dB
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(a) 5× 5 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.











(b) 25× 5 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.
Figure 4.4: N × 5 P3 based MCPC ROC curves with the minimum PFA indicated. The
associated SNR of the curves are provided in dB
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(a) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.











(b) 30× 6 P3 based MCPC ROC curves.
Figure 4.5: N × 6 P3 based MCPC ROC curves with the minimum PFA indicated. The
associated SNR of the curves are provided in dB
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4.1.4 A Comparison of Matched Filter Detection and Beta Detection
Now that two detection methods have been described, the obvious question is, how do their
detection performances compare? To answer this question, we will first examine how PD is
affected by stacking K MCPC sequences. Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 provide PD versus SNR curves
for KM ×M P3 based MCPC sequences. Each of these figures contain two sub-figures
where the top sub-figure shows the matched filter detection performance and the bottom
shows the beta detector performance. As one would expect, increasing the number of
stacked sequences provides a detection performance gain. For both matched filtering and
beta detection, this gain is equal to
GK = K. (4.57)
Now we will examine the detection performance of the different M sized MCPC se-
quences. In comparing Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 it is clear that the detection performance increases
for both the matched filter and beta detector as M increases. The detection performance





An equivalent closed form gain for the beta detector has not been found as it is a complex
function of both M and the PFA. However, assuming AWGN interference, it is always the
case that the matched filter’s detection performance is superior to that of the beta detector
for a given M and PFA. This is not surprising as it has been shown that the matched filter
detector maximizes the output Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) when the interference
power spectrum is white [16].
Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 examines the detection performance of MCPC waveforms with co-
herent integration. Fig. 4.8 compares the matched filter performance (top sub-figure) and
beta detection performance (bottom sub-figure) for 5 × 5 P3 based MCPC sequences.
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Fig. 4.9 shows the same for 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC sequences. It is clear from the figures
that the coherent integration gain for matched filtering as derived in Eq. (4.40) is verified
and that the gain for the beta detector is found to be identical.
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(a) K5× 5 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection.









(b) K5× 5 P3 based MCPC beta detection.
Figure 4.6: K5× 5 P3 based MCPC probability of detection with PFA = 10−5.
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P D
(a) K6× 6 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection.









(b) K6× 6 P3 based MCPC beta detection.
Figure 4.7: K6× 6 P3 based MCPC probability of detection with PFA = 10−5.
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(a) 5× 5 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection.









(b) 5× 5 P3 based MCPC beta detection.
Figure 4.8: 5 × 5 P3 based MCPC probability of detection with PFA = 10−5. Comparing
coherent integration.
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P D
(a) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection.









(b) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC beta detection.
Figure 4.9: 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC probability of detection with PFA = 10−5. Comparing
coherent integration.
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4.2 The Statistics of Radar Cross Section
The radar cross section (RCS) is a value used to quantify the amount of energy re-radiated
by a target back towards the radar transmitter [16] and is typically expressed in values of m2
or its Decibel equivalent dBm2. A target’s RCS cannot be accurately modeled as a static
constant because in reality it is a complex function of, amongst other variables, aspect
angle and frequency. Of the many statistical models of RCS that have been introduced,
the Swerling models [46] are perhaps the most recognized. There are 4 Swerling models
(Swerling I, Swerling II, Swerling III, and Swerling IV) which are categorized by their
underlying pdf and decorrelation characteristics as provided in Table 4.4. Scan-to-scan
correlation means that the statistics remain constant over a complete scan (multiple pulses)
while a pulse-to-pulse correlation implies that the statistics change with every pulse.
Table 4.4: The Swerling models. The probability densities are a function of power.
pdf Scan-to-Scan Pulse-to-Pulse
Exponential Swerling I Swerling II
4th deg, Chi-square Swerling III Swerling IV
For the Swerling I and Swerling II power models, the exponential distribution of an





exp (−x/µrcs) , x ≥ 0
0, x < 0.
(4.59)










, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0.
(4.60)
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exp (−2x/µrcs) , x ≥ 0
0, x < 0.
(4.61)










, x ≥ 0




2Γ (5/2) /Γ (2).
These Swerling models, while useful, are incomplete in evaluating the performance
of a multi-carrier type waveform as they do not take into account the decorrelation of RCS




where d is the average distance between scattering centers. Fig. 4.10 shows the minimum
average distance between scattering centers that is required to decorrelate the RCS for a
given frequency spread.
We will now evaluate the effectiveness of detecting targets with MCPC signals as
compared to a single frequency radar signal. For the following example, 6 × 6 P3 based
MCPC sequences will be evaluated against a single-frequency 36 chip P3 sequence. The
parameters for the P3 sequence were chosen to ensure the range resolution and pulse com-
pression gain of the signals under investigation are comparable. For this examination, it
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Figure 4.10: The average distance between scattering centers versus the frequency spread
required for the RCS to decorrelate.
is assumed that the subcarrier spacing of the MCPC waveforms are sufficiently spaced
to ensure that the RCS is uncorrelated between subcarriers. In Fig. 4.11, three cases are
considered: 1) a single-carrier P3 coded waveform with matched filtering (Fig. 4.11a), 2)
a multi-carrier 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC sequence with matched filtering (Fig. 4.11b), and
3) a multi-carrier 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC sequence (Fig. 4.11c) using the beta detector as
described in Section 4.1.3.
The figure compares the probability of detecting non-fluctuating (labeled SW-0) and
Swerling I-IV (labeled SW-1 through SW-4 respectively) targets. For the non-fluctuating
case, the 36 chip P3 code and the MCPC sequence with matched filtering have the same de-
tection performance. However for all fluctuating cases, the MCPC detection performance
(for both matched filtering and beta detection) is superior. It is also noted that because
the RCS fluctuations decorrelate in frequency, the more challenging Swerling I and Swer-
ling III statistics are effectively converted into relatively less challenging Swerling II and
Swerling IV statistics respectively.
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(a) 36 chip P3 code matched filter detection













(b) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection













(c) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC beta detection
Figure 4.11: A comparison of the detection performance of Swerling targets with a PFA
equal to 10−5 and 5 coherently integrated pulses.
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4.3 Ambiguity Function
A measure of performance of a radar signal is its autocorrelation sidelobe response. A
typical approach to reduce sidelobe levels is to apply a weighting (i.e. a Hamming window)
to the transmitted pulse. This weighting results in reduced sidelobes with the consequence
of a wider center response which causes a reduced range measurement accuracy. Fig. 4.12
compares the autocorrelation response of a P3 based MCPC signal, an LFM signal with a
total bandwidth set to provide the same range measurement accuracy as the MCPC signal,
and the same LFM signal with a Hamming window applied. It is clear that the windowed
signal produces much lower range sidelobes at the cost of a wider center response. It is also
obvious that the average sidelobe level of the MCPC signal is much larger than the others.
These large sidelobes have the potential of causing false detections or even masking the
presence of real targets. These sidelobe levels decrease as M increases. In fact, for M ≤ 13
Levanon [11] provides an empirical relationship between the sidelobes in dB and M where
SL ≈ − (1.13M + 17.7) . (4.64)
The previous discussions have assumed the received signal at the matched filter ex-
actly matches the transmitted signal in frequency. In reality, the received signal may not
match the transmitted signal in frequency due to Doppler shifts. A traditional performance
metric for radar systems is the ambiguity function (AF). The AF is used to evaluate a
waveform’s characteristics in both range and Doppler when paired with the waveforms
matched filter [16]. Suppose a received radar waveform x (t) undergoes a Doppler shift
fd. The resulting signal at the receiver (neglecting any loss terms for simplicity) is equal to
x (t) exp (j2πfdt). The AF is then calculated as
Â (t, fd) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x (s) exp (j2πfds)x
∗ (s− t) ds (4.65)
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Figure 4.12: The normalized autocorrelation function of a 5 × 5 P3 based MCPC signal
(labeled P3) is compared with an LFM signal (labeled LFM) and a LFM signal with a
Hamming weight applied (labeled H-LFM). The P3 signal exhibits ideal periodic sidelobes
at integer multiples of t/tb.
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The AF is a function of two variables: 1) the time delay relative to the expected matched
filter peak and the mismatch between the Doppler shift of the signal to that which the filter
was designed. The AF will have a peak at zero delay and zero Doppler mismatch.
Figs. 4.13 to 4.16 show the AFs for 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC
sequences respectively. Each of these figures have two sub-figures where one shows the AF
for matched filtering and the other for beta detection. in comparing the figures, it observed
that as the sequence size increases the peak of the time delay response narrows which
correlates to an improved range resolution.
When comparing the matched filter AFs and beta detection AFs, it is observed that the
matched filter responses roll-off more quickly as the normalized Doppler shift approaches
±0.5 times the sub-carrier spacing. It is also noticed that there is an obvious range-Doppler
coupling in the matched filter responses. This coupling can cause range measurement errors
when the signal experiences a Doppler shift.
The question then is, what is an ideal AF? One common goal in waveform design
is to achieve the so-called thumbtack response. The thumbtack response concentrates all
energy at zeros delay and zero Doppler shift. The thumbtack AF provides for optimal range
and Doppler measurement resolution. However, if the intent of the waveform is to detect
moving targets, a thumbtack like AF may not be appropriate as moving targets (causing a
Doppler shift) will not be detected due to the relatively low response at the matched filter
output. Because this dissertation concerns itself with the use of MCPC waveforms for
moving target detection, the Doppler tolerant AFs shown in Figs. 4.13 to 4.16 are deemed
ideal.
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(a) 3× 3 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection AF








































(b) 3× 3 P3 based MCPC beta detection AF
Figure 4.13: 3× 3 P3 based AF.
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(a) 4× 4 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection AF








































(b) 4× 4 P3 based MCPC beta detection AF
Figure 4.14: 4× 4 P3 based AF.
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(a) 5× 5 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection AF








































(b) 5× 5 P3 based MCPC beta detection AF
Figure 4.15: 5× 5 P3 based AF.
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(a) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC matched filter detection AF








































(b) 6× 6 P3 based MCPC beta detection AF
Figure 4.16: 6× 6 P3 based AF.
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4.4 Polar Signal Detection
As was made clear in the discussions in Section 4.3, the overall sidelobe levels of MCPC
signals are relatively high. These large sidelobes have the potential of causing false detec-
tions or even masking the presence of real targets. One method of overcoming the large
sidelobe levels while maintaining a desired PFA is to use a Cell-Averaging Constant False
Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) detector. The goal of CA-CFAR, is set a variable detection thresh-
old level by estimating the interference power at the range resolution cell of interest (known
henceforth as the Cell Under Test (CUT)). It is clear that if the estimate of the interference
power is larger than the actual power, the threshold will be set too high which causes a PFA
that less than desired leading to a reduction in detection performance. Conversely too low
of an estimate results in an increase in PFA.
CA-CFAR detectors assume that neighboring resolution cells to the CUT share the
same statistics as the CUT. Furthermore, CA-CFAR detectors rely on neighboring cells not
having any targets. Fig. 4.17a shows an example of a CA-CFAR detector. The gray cells
on either side of the CUT (the cell labeled x0) are called reference cells and are used to
estimate the interference power at the CUT. The cross-hatched cells adjacent to the cut are
known as guard cells. Guard cells are used to avoid corrupting the interference estimate
with power from the CUT itself.
Additional CA-CFAR structures are also used. One such, shown in Fig. 4.17b, is
termed Least-Of CA-CFAR (LO-CA-CFAR). It works by comparing the power estimates
in the leading and lagging reference cells and using the smaller of the two in the derivation
of the threshold. The purpose of the LO-CA-CFAR, is to prevent target masking. Target
masking can occur when targets are present within the reference cells causing the interfer-
ence estimate to be too large. The LO-CA-CFAR, attempts to circumvent this by only using
the least-of the interference estimates. However, this methodology will fail when targets
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(c) Greatest of cell averaging CFAR
x0
Detector
Sort and select K Threshold
(d) Ordered statistic cell averaging CFAR
Figure 4.17: Cell averaging CFAR configurations
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Another CA-CFAR scheme, shown in Fig. 4.17c, is called Greatest-Of CA-CFAR
(GO-CA-CFAR). The GO-CA-CFAR, compares the interference estimates from the lead-
ing and lagging reference cells and chooses the greatest of the two. The purpose of this
type of detector is to prevent false alarms caused by ”spikes” in the interference power
caused by clutter ridges or any other strong source of interference. However, this scheme
will exacerbate target masking issues.
Yet another structure, shown in Fig. 4.17d, is called Ordered-Statistic CA-CFAR (OS-
CA-CFAR). This structure works by ordering the power measurements in the reference
cells from smallest to largest and taking assigning the Kth values as the estimate for the
interference. Unlike the previously described CFAR methods, in OS-CA-CFAR the inter-
ference is estimated from only one sample instead of an average of samples. However, the
threshold is still dependent on all of the samples as the Kth largest value in the ordered
statistic is dependent on all of the samples. The purpose of this type of detector is to help
prevent target masking.
After the interference at the CUT has been estimated, the next step is to assign an




where α is a threshold multiplier and Î is the interference estimate. The value of α in
Eq. (4.66) is dependent on the number of training cells, the desired PFA and the CFAR








where N is the number of training cells. Similar closed form solutions for the threshold
multiplier for the other CFAR detectors do not exist and must be solved for iteratively. For
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and for the OS-CA-CFAR detector, the equation to solve is [16]
PFA =
N ! (αOS +N − k)!
(N − k)! (αOS +N)!
, (4.70)
where αOS is an integer. Readers are referred to [16] for a more detailed analysis on CFAR
techniques.
An example will now be given to further the discussion. Assume that a radar is em-
ploying 6× 6 P3 based MCPC waveforms. Also, assume there are 7 targets located within
the pulse response at t/tb = −4.0644, t/tb = −2.4797, t/tb = −1.2581, t/tb = 0.0,
t/tb = 0.2806, t/tb = 1.3834, and t/tb = 5.5905. Furthermore, assume that the signal to
noise ratio at the receiver is 10 dB for the target at t/tb = 0 and 0 dB for the remaining
targets. Also, assume that a PFA of 10−5 is desired. For all CFAR techniques, leading and
lagging training samples each spanning t/tb = 1 and leading and lagging guard samples
each spanning t/tb = 0.333 are used. As is typical [49], the value of K is set to three
quarters of the total number of training samples for the OS-CA-CFAR detector.
Fig. 4.18 shows the matched filter response, the detection threshold as defined in
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Eq. (4.36) (labeled TMF ), as well as the various CFAR detection thresholds. The con-
stant threshold as calculated in Eq. (4.36) produces an excessive number of false alarms
due to the large range sidelobe response, while the CFAR thresholds reduces the number of
false alarms. Table 4.5 tabulates the which targets are detected with each CFAR detector.
In this example, no detector was successful in detecting all 7 targets.





















Figure 4.18: The matched filter response and various detection thresholds.
Fig. 4.19 shows the BD response and associated detection threshold. For this detection
scheme only the target at t/tb = 0 is detected. Between the MF detector and BD, only 4
of the 7 targets are detected. The remainder of this section will introduce the Polar Signal
Detection (PSD) algorithm as a means of improving the detection performance.
Instead of examining these detection statistics individually with respect to range, they
will now be considered jointly. Fig. 4.20 shows the same response data previously pre-
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Table 4.5: Target detection results for the CFAR detectors


























Figure 4.19: The beta response and associated threshold.
sented but now plotted as the beta response versus the matched filter response. The various
shapes within the figure represent the individual target’s effect on the overall joint response.
Qualitatively, each target is easily discernible. The next step is to derive a new threshold
parameter that will quantitatively detect the targets.
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Figure 4.20: The joint matched filter and beta response.
A polar representation of the data presented in Fig. 4.20 with an origin at (0, 0) is
constructed and shown in Fig. 4.22. In this figure, as θ approaches 0, the ρ values are more
heavily influenced by beta response and as θ approaches π/2, ρ is more heavily influenced
by the MF response. The tangent of θ equals the ratio of the MF response to the beta
response. A sample that has a maximum MF response (equal to 1) and a maximum beta
response (equal to 0.5) will be located at θ ≈ 1.1071 with ρ ≈ 1.118.
Similar to the CA-CFAR approach, an interference estimate must be calculated from
the available polar data. The approach taken is to use all samples less than θI,min and
greater than θI,max for interference estimation. Through experimentation, it has been found
that θI,min = 0.4 and θI,max = 1.5 are acceptable values to use. Samples that are less than
or equal to θI,min = 0.4 have beta responses that are greater than or equal to 2.3652 times
larger than their MF responses while samples greater than or equal to θI,max = 1.5 have
MF responses that are greater than or equal to 14.1014 time larger than their corresponding
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beta responses.
The statistical distribution of samples below θI,min = 0.4 will resemble the same beta
distribution as derived in Eq. (4.45) where pn (n|H0) = β (1,M2). The distribution of
samples greater than θI,max = 1.5 will follow a gamma distribution.
A gamma distribution takes the form









The parameters a and b can be found using a maximum likelihood approach. Following
along with [50], assuming there are n samples available for estimation, the log-likelihood
equation is
log (p (D|a, b)) =n (a− 1) log (x)− n log (Γ (a))
− na log (b)− nx̄
b
, (4.72)












=n (a− 1) log (x)− n log (Γ (a))
− na log (x̄) + na log (a)− na, (4.74)
which needs to be iteratively maximized to find a. The maximum is at
0 = nlog (x)− nΨ(a)− n log (x̄) + n (1 + log (a0))− n, (4.75)
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where
Ψ(a) = log (x)− log (x̄) + log (a0) . (4.76)
Eq. (4.75) is iterated by setting a0 to the current estimate of a. A solution that converges in
about 4 iterations is found by using a generalized Newton method [51], where an approxi-
mation of the form
log (p (D|a, b)) ≈ c0 + c1a+ c2 log (a) , (4.77)







log (x)− log (x̄) + log (a)−Ψ(a)
a2 (1/a−Ψ′ (a))
. (4.78)
Because the ρ values at opposite sides of θ follow different statistics, two distinct
threshold values for a given PFA are found. For the beta distribution on the left hand side







2−1 dx (4.46 revisited)
for Tβ (B (·) is the beta function). An exact solution for the threshold does not exist, but can
be solved for numerically. Similarly, the threshold on the right hand side is found through






xa−1 e−x/b dx (4.79)
for TΓ. Like the beta distribution, an exact solution for the threshold does not exist, but can
also be solved numerically.
The question now, is how to transition from the threshold as found through the beta
distribution to the threshold as found through the gamma distribution. The approach taken
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here is to use quadratic Bèzier curves which is defined as
B (t) = P0 (1− t)2 + 2P1t (1− t) + P2t2, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. (4.80)
The path of a Bèzier curve begins at point B (0) = P0, travels towards P1 (without ever
reaching P1), then turns and ends at B (1) = P2. As an example, Fig. 4.21 shows a
quadratic Bèzier curve with P0 = (0, 0), P1 = (3, 5), and P2 = (4, 2).
The Bèzier points used to generate a threshold for the PSD algorithm are P0 (0, Tβ),
P1 (θρ,max, Tβ), and P2 (θI,max, TΓ), where θρ,max is the θ location of the sample with
the largest value of ρ. For the example case, the three Bèzier points are P0 (0, 0.2501),
P1 (1.1931, 0.2501), P2 (1.4, 0.4013) each of which are marked in Fig. 4.22. In examining
Fig. 4.22, it is seen that the Bèzier threshold follows the same basic curve as the underlying
interference samples. For illustrative purposes, the Bèzier threshold is converted back into
Cartesian space and is plotted in Fig. 4.23. Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 clearly demonstrate that all
signals have been detected.
Fig. 4.24 is provided to better compare the performances of the polar signal detection
method with the more traditional matched filter detection method as well as the beta de-








Figure 4.21: An example quadratic Bèzier curve.
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Figure 4.22: The joint matched filter and beta response converted to polar coordinates. All
samples within the boarders of the threshold are declared detections.
tection method. This figure is produced by remapping all samples in Fig. 4.23 that meet
the detection threshold requirements back into temporal space. Fig. 4.24a shows the results
of this remapping superimposed on the matched filter response and Fig. 4.24b shows the
results on the beta response.The red ◦’s are the detections as found through the PSD tech-
nique. This figure shows that, for this particular example, 6 of the 7 targets are successfully
detected.
Now the PSD detection routine will be evaluated in term of its performane as com-
pared to the previously described CFAR detectors. For this test, a 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC
sequence will be used to detect 7 targets with a desired PFA of 10−5. One target is al-
ways placed at t/tb = 0.0 while the others are randomly placed between t/tb = −6.0 and
t/tb = 6.0 inclusive. The return from the target at t/tb = 0.0 always has an SNR of 10.0
dB. The independent test variable is the echo power from the targets not at t/tb = 0.0. For
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Figure 4.23: The detection threshold applied to the joint matched filter and beta response.
each test, the return power from these targets will all be equal and varied from−10.0 dB to
6.0 dB.
Fig. 4.25 shows the results of this test. Fig. 4.25a shows the probability of detections,
where, in this case, is equal to the total number of target detections divided by the total
number of targets. It is clear from Fig. 4.25a that the detection performance of the PSD
detector is superior to the CA-CFAR based detectors.
Fig. 4.25b provides the PFA in terms of the tested SNR. It is noted that none of the
detectors achieves the desired PFA of 10−5. Nevertheless, the PFA for the various detectors
are relatively constant across all tested SNRs. It is observed that, out of all the CFAR
detectors, the LO-CA-CFAR detector has the best detection performance. However, the
LO-CA-CFAR detector also has the worst performance in terms of PFA.
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(a) The detections from the polar signal detection routine superimposed on the matched filter
response.













(b) The detections from the polar signal detection routine superimposed on the beta detection
response.
Figure 4.24: The PSD detections superimposed on the matched filter and beta responses.
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(a) A PD comparison between various CFAR thresholds and the PSD threshold.













(b) A PFA comparison between various CFAR thresholds and the PSD threshold.
Figure 4.25: A comparison of CFAR detection and PSD detection.
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4.5 Doppler Measurement
As previously stated in Section 3.3.2, a major obstacle in achieving maximum system per-
formance in multi-carrier communication technologies such as OFDM is ICI. ICI is caused
by carrier frequency offsets due, in part, to Doppler shifts within the communication chan-
nel. This ICI leads to the destruction of orthogonality within the communication link which
inhibits the accurate transmission of data.
A mathematical description of ICI was presented in Section 3.3.2 and is repeated here
for clarity. In an OFDM communication system, the received signal on subcarrier k in an
AWGN channel with ICI has been well established as [36]
Y (k) = X (k)S (0) +
N−1∑
l=0,l 6=k
X (l)S (l − k) + nk (3.13 revisited)
k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
where X (k) is the transmitted modulated symbol on the kth subcarrier and nk is the addi-
tive Gaussian noise sample. S (l − k) is the ICI coefficient between the lth and kth subcar-
rier which is equated as














(ε+ l − k)
)
,
where ε is the normalized frequency offset given by ε = ∆F/∆f (∆F is the carrier fre-
quency offset and ∆f is the subcarrier spacing of the system).





+ n̄ (3.15 revisited)
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where X̄ = [X(0), . . . , X(N−1)]ᵀ is the transmitted modulated symbol vector through one
bit interval (i.e. a single column of Table 2.1) produced by Eq. (2.14), Ȳ = [Y (0), . . . , Y (N−
1)]ᵀ is the corresponding received signal vector, n̄ = [n0, . . . , nN−1]ᵀ is the noise vector,
and S is the ICI coefficient matrix. The pth row and qth column element of the N × N S
matrix is
Sp,q = Sp−q = S (p− q) (3.16 revisited)
resulting in the ICI coefficient matrix
S =

S0 S−1 · · · S2−N S1−N
S1−N S0 S−1 · · · S2−N
... S1−N S0
. . . ...
S−2
... . . . . . . S−1
S−1 S−2 · · · SN−1 S0

(3.17 revisited)
A more general equation to handle the entire transmission duration of an N×M matrix
of stacked MCPC sequences can also be derived. Assuming the normalized frequency
offset remains constant throughout the transmission of a single block of bits, the received





+N , (3.18 revisited)








R is the MN ×N matrix
R =

I 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 I
. . . ...
... . . .
...
... . . . . . . 0 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 I 0 · · · 0

, (3.20 revisited)
where I is a M ×M identity matrix, and N is a N ×M matrix of complex noise samples.
Assuming the transmission bandwidth is sufficiently narrow, it can be shown that the
Doppler shift from a target on a multi-carrier signal is equivalent to the application of ICI.
Suppose, for instance, that a multi-carrier signal experiences a Doppler shift proportional





which is equivalent to the normalized frequency offset value ε as used in the calculation of
the ICI matrix in Eq. (3.14).
Similar to the channel equalization approach introduced in Section 3.4, the Doppler
estimation technique proposed in this paper will borrow from [39] where a method was
presented to perform blind ICI cancellation. However, unlike the channel equalization
approach, this Doppler estimation technique is greatly simplified as the radar has perfect
knowledge of the transmitted waveform. Although the normalized frequency offset due to
the Doppler shift ε is unknown to the radar, we can quantize ε into P equally spaced values
ε′p = εmin + (p− 1) ·∆ε, p = 1, 2, ..., P (4.82)
where εmin is the smallest test value and ∆ε is the uniform spacing between the normalized







It is obvious that one of these P estimates will the closest to the true normalized frequency
offset ε.
Following along with the Doppler measurement receiver in Fig. 4.26, P parallel chan-
nels are built in the receiver where each branch uses one of the P quantized ε’s to create
the corresponding ICI coefficient matrix Ŝ. Hence, there are P ICI coefficient matrices
Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ..., ŜP where the pth matrix corresponds to
Ŝp =

Sp(0) Sp(−1) · · · Sp(1−N)
Sp(1) Sp(0) · · · Sp(2−N)
...
... . . .
...




Sp (l − k) =














(ε̂p + l − k)
)
, (4.85)
In every branch, using the ICI coefficient matrix estimates, an estimate of the received
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γ2 = P (ε − x)2 + c
solve for
P , x, and c










(|Γ(a)− Γnoise|+ |γ2(a)− γ2noise|)
Ŷ L Ŷ R
ε̂
‖Ŷ − Y ‖F ‖Ŷ − Y ‖F‖Ŷ − Y ‖1 ‖Ŷ − Y ‖1
γL ΓL ΓR γR
Figure 4.26: Doppler measurement block diagram.
The one ε′p that is the closest to the true value of ε will result in an estimate of the
received signal matrix Ŷ p that is closest to the received signal matrix Y . Hence, the
comparison of the distances between the P reproduced received signal matrices and the
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true received signal matrix are used to determine a coarse estimate of the frequency offset
where the values of ε′p that produce the smallest distances are determined to be the better
estimates.
Let γp denote the distance between P th estimated signal matrix and the received signal
matrix such that
γp = ‖Ŷ p − Y ‖F (4.88)
where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm. The value of the cost function γ with perfect normal-
ized frequency offset estimation occurs when the ICI coefficient matrix estimate S̃ exactly
matches the true ICI coefficient matrix S. The value of the cost function at this point is
equal to
γnoise = ‖N‖F (4.89)
where N is N ×M the complex noise matrix whose elements ni,j are distributed as ni,j ∼
[N (0, σ2)+ jN (0, σ2)] and N (0, σ2) is a zero-mean normally distributed random variable







It can be shown that the absolute value of ni,j is Rayleigh distributed such that |ni,j| ∼
R (σ). It can also be shown that the sum of the squares of N ·M Rayleigh random variables
is gamma distributed as
NM−1∑
i=0













It is important to note that γnoise is not necessarily the minimum value of the cost function,
and, in fact, the probability that the minimum value of the cost function equals γnoise is
exactly equal to 0.
The square of the cost function (γ2) can be approximated as a quadratic function as γ
approaches its minimum such that
γ2 = P (ε− x)2 + c, (4.93)
where x equals the ε value that minimizes γ2 and c is the minimum value of γ2. It is noted
that Eq. (4.93) has three unknowns (P , x, and c) which can be fully solved for if three
samples of the cost function γ2 are available. Therefor, the three smallest values of the cost
function resulting from consecutive εp samples, labeled (ε̂1, γ1), (ε̂2, γ2), and (ε̂3, γ3) at the
output of the ‖ · ‖F block in Fig. 4.26, are now used to solve for these unknowns. The
following system of equations can now be solved simultaneously
γ21 = P (ε1 − x)2 + c,
γ22 = P (ε2 − x)2 + c,
and














2 − ε22γ21 − ε21γ23 + ε13γ21 + ε22γ23 − ε23γ22
2(ε1γ22 − ε2γ21 − ε1γ23 + ε3γ21 + ε2γ23 − ε3γ22)
, (4.95)
and
c = γ21 − P (ε1 − x)
2 . (4.96)
It is known that the square of the cost function, γ2, at the true value of the normalized
frequency offset, εtrue, will equal
γ2noise = 2NMσ
2 (4.97)
which is the square of the value derived in Eq. (4.92). Solving γ2(ε) = γ2noise yields two










These two normalized frequency offset estimates are used to generate estimated ICI coeffi-
cient matrices (SεL and SεR) which are subsequently used to generate two estimates of the
received signal matrices (Ŷ L and Ŷ R).
A second measurement must be used to determine whether εL or εR is the best estimate
of ε. This measurement takes the form
Γ = ‖vec(Ŷ )− vec(Y )‖1 (4.99)
where ‖·‖1 is the L1-Norm operator and vec (·) is the vectorization operator. The vector-
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ization operator simply converts the N ×M matrix into a vector of length NM . The value
of this cost function Γ with perfect ICI estimation equals
Γnoise = ‖vec (N )‖1. (4.100)





the expected value of Γnoise is expressed as











Finally, L1 and L2 norm measurements are taken on the two reconstructed received signal
matrix estimates and the actually received signal matrix which are both compared to Γnoise
and γ2noise. The best estimate ε̂ is then determined as
ε̂ = argmin
a∈{ε̂L,ε̂R}
(|Γ(a)− Γnoise|+ |γ2(a)− γ2noise|). (4.102)





4.5.1 Velocity Estimation Example
To help explain this velocity estimation routine an example will be provided. Consider a
radar operating at fc = 3 GHz using 16 × 4 P3 based MCPC coded waveforms. If the
maximum absolute relative velocity to the radar is expected to be vmax = 500m/s then the
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Also, suppose the desired maximum allowable absolute normalized frequency offset is






This notional radar employs P = 20 εp estimates evenly distributed between −0.5 and
0.5 resulting in a ∆ε spacing of 0.05. All radar parameters for this example are shown in
Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: The radar parameters for the Doppler estimation example.
Parameter Value
Carrier Frequency 3 GHz
Wavelength (λ) 0.1 m
Channels 16
Modulation 4× 4 P3 MCPC codes







As illustrated in Fig. 4.27, upon signal detection, the twenty normalized frequency
offset estimates are used to calculate twenty cost function values γ2. As shown in Fig. 4.28,
the smallest three consecutive γ2 values along with their respective εp values are used to
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evaluate the quadratically estimated value of ε̂. In this example, εL is chosen as the best
estimate of the normalized frequency offset because it minimizes the function defined in
Eq. (4.102).


















Figure 4.27: The twenty estimated cost function samples of γ2 and Γ. The smallest three
consecutive samples of γ2 are used in deriving the quadratic estimate of the underlying cost
function.
4.5.2 Velocity Estimation Design and Evaluation
As was hinted at in the previous example, there are design choices to be made. The design
of the system must enforce a particular maximum expected absolute normalized frequency
offset. A decision also must be made as to how many ε′p samples to use. For the following
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Figure 4.28: The solid line is the quadratic fit of γ2. εL and εR (indicated by the left
and right pointing triangles) are found by solving the quadratic fit for γ2noise. Γ values are
obtained at εL and εR which are then compared with Γnoise. εL is chosen as the best estimate
of ε because it minimizes the function defined in Eq. (4.102).
discussion and figures, a carrier frequency of fc = 3.0 GHz will be considered.
Figs. 4.29 to 4.32 show the measured Doppler RMS error for different sized MCPC
sequences with a SNR of 70 dB using 15 ε′p samples for different maximum absolute nor-
malized frequency offset values. In all cases, it is observed that the best performance is
achieved when the maximum normalized frequency offset is equal to approximately 0.85.
Suppose the maximum expected radial velocity of a target is equal to vmax. The total band-







Obviously, the design of this total bandwidth is limited by the physical capabilities of the
notional radar system.




















N × 3 P3 Based MCPC
Maximum Normalized Frequency Offset Study
Figure 4.29: The Doppler RMS error at a SNR of 70 dB for various maximum normalized
frequency offset values. Each grouping represents P3 based MCPC sequences with sizes
of 3× 3, 6× 3, 9× 3, and 12× 3 from left to right.




















N × 4 P3 Based MCPC
Maximum Normalized Frequency Offset Study
Figure 4.30: The Doppler RMS error at a SNR of 70 dB for various maximum normalized
frequency offset values. Each grouping represents P3 based MCPC sequences with sizes
of 4× 4, 8× 4, 12× 4, and 16× 4 from left to right.
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N × 5 P3 Based MCPC
Maximum Normalized Frequency Offset Study
Figure 4.31: The Doppler RMS error at a SNR of 70 dB for various maximum normalized
frequency offset values. Each grouping represents P3 based MCPC sequences with sizes
of 5× 5, 10× 5, 15× 5, and 20× 5 from left to right.




















N × 6 P3 Based MCPC
Maximum Normalized Frequency Offset Study
Figure 4.32: The Doppler RMS error at a SNR of 70 dB for various maximum normalized
frequency offset values. Each grouping represents P3 based MCPC sequences with sizes
of 6× 6, 12× 6, 18× 6, and 24× 6 from left to right.
With this optimal bandwidth found, the next step is to determine the number of ε′p
samples to use. Figs. 4.33 to 4.36 show the RMS Doppler measurement error as a function
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of SNR for 3 × 3, 4 × 4, 5 × 5, and 6 × 6 P3 based MCPC sequences. For all sequences,
the number ε′p estimation samples tested at 5, 10, 15, and 20. In each figure, the integration
of 16 pulses is also considered. This pulse integration is accomplished by taking the mean
of Nc measurements. For comparisons sake, the expected RMS Doppler measurement
error of a traditional radar system with the same radar parameters (excluding the MCPC







It is clear in Figs. 4.33 to 4.36 that the number of estimation samples sets a minimum
bound for the best achievable Doppler RMS measurement error. For instance, examining
Fig. 4.34 it is clear that by using P = 10 ε′p samples with a 4×4 P3 based MCPC sequence
will result in a minimum Doppler RMS error of approximately 2.817 Hz regardless of the
number of pulses integrated.
Other design choices include the selection of the number of pulses to integrate as well
as how many channels to use. Figs. 4.37 to 4.40 show the results of changing the number
of channels and the results of changing the number of integrated pulses. It is observed that
a performance gain of
GK = 10 log10 (K) (dB) , (4.108)
is achieved for changing the number of channels and similar gain of
GNc = 10 log10 (Nc) (dB) , (4.109)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) K3× 3 P3 based MCPC sequence Doppler RMS error comparison.
























(b) A Doppler RMS error comparison of 3×3 P3 based MCPC sequence with different numbers
of integrated pulses.
Figure 4.37: Comparing the performance gains achieved through adding channels and in-
tegrating pulses for M × 3 P3 based MCPC signals.
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(a) K4× 4 P3 based MCPC sequence Doppler RMS error comparison.
























(b) A Doppler RMS error comparison of 4×4 P3 based MCPC sequence with different numbers
of integrated pulses.
Figure 4.38: Comparing the performance gains achieved through adding channels and in-
tegrating pulses for M × 4 P3 based MCPC signals.
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(a) K5× 5 P3 based MCPC sequence Doppler RMS error comparison.























(b) A Doppler RMS error comparison of 5×5 P3 based MCPC sequence with different numbers
of integrated pulses.
Figure 4.39: Comparing the performance gains achieved through adding channels and in-
tegrating pulses for M × 5 P3 based MCPC signals.
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(a) K6× 6 P3 based MCPC sequence Doppler RMS error comparison.























(b) A Doppler RMS error comparison of 6×6 P3 based MCPC sequence with different numbers
of integrated pulses.
Figure 4.40: Comparing the performance gains achieved through adding channels and in-
tegrating pulses for M × 6 P3 based MCPC signals.
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Conclusions and Future Research
Multi-carrier based radar waveform designs have gained in popularity due in part to the
success of multi-carrier waveforms in radio communication technologies. From a radar-
centric point of view, multi-carrier waveforms can be used to improve detection and mea-
surement performance [1–3]. Furthermore, the use of such waveforms improves resistance
to multipath fading [4, 5], the ability to overcome the limitations of a congested frequency
spectrum [6], the ability to exploit frequency diversity gains stemming from the fact that
target scattering centers inherently resonate differently at different frequencies [7], and the
potential to perform radar and communication functions simultaneously within the same
hardware using the same waveform [8–10].
This dissertation considered the optimization of radar performance within the struc-
ture imposed by a coded OFDM format required to achieve an acceptable communication
link. The dual goal of achieving both acceptable radar performance as well as communica-
tion performance raises challenges that can be substantively addressed by combining phase
coding and modulation techniques to provide the temporal and spectral structure necessary
to implement simultaneous radar and communication operations.
In particular, the specific techniques, as introduced within this dissertation, of us-
ing the MCPC sequences, as prescribed by Levanon and Mozeson, for simultaneous radar
and wireless communication operations represent a novel contribution and offers a signif-
icant improvement in the study, implementation, and performance of dual use radar and
communication waveforms and signal processing techniques. In terms of communication
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performance, as not all valid MCPC sequences can be used for data transmission, a subset
of P3 and P4 based MCPC sequences were chosen with consideration to radar detection
performance. The criterion for selection used in this research is to choose those sequences
that produce the smallest overall autocorrelation sidelobe levels. Next, an approach of ap-
plying Gray codes to these optimal MCPC sequences was developed and was shown to
improve overall BER performance as compared to uncoded sequences. Furthermore, a
novel method of exploiting the orthogonality of MCPC sequences to overcome the effects
of multipath fading and intercarrier interference was introduced. It was shown that MCPC
based signals achieve similar BER performance as compared to traditionally modulated
signals in an AWGN channel. However, it was demonstrated that the channel equalization
approaches, as introduced within this dissertation, provide superior performance in a fading
channel with ICI.
The performance of MCPC sequences in terms of radar detection performance was
fully vetted including a comparison of a traditional matched filter detection with the newly
introduced Beta detection scheme. Through use of the Swerling models [46], it was shown
that detection performance is indeed improved by taking advantage of the inherent fre-
quency diversity gain achieved through using multi-carrier waveforms. It was shown that
the matched filter response of MCPC sequences produce sidelobe levels that are higher
than those of other traditional pulse-compression radar waveforms. These high sidelobes
produce false detections and mask the presence of real targets when using CA-CFAR detec-
tors. A new detection scheme, termed Polar Signal Detection, was introduced as a means
of overcoming these large autocorrelation sidelobes. Through simulation, it was shown
that this new detector provides superior detection performance as compared to CA-CFAR,
LO-CA-CFAR, GO-CA-CFAR, and SO-CA-CFAR detectors in multi-target environments.
Finally, a method of using MCPC waveforms to measure Doppler frequencies was intro-
duced. It was shown that the RMS Doppler measurement error, when using the technique
proposed in this dissertation, is superior to the performance of traditional radar systems.
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Future research includes designing a system to simultaneously use the MCPC se-
quences for radar operations and communications. Such a system may include the use
on and Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) that is capable of producing antenna
patterns that transmit in multiple directions simultaneously. A sensor resource manager
will need to be designed to control the beam pattern of the AESA in order to achieve a de-
sired communication BER performance in one direction while simultaneously maximizing
the probability of detection targets in other directions.
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Table A.1: The single sided normalized
RMS sidelobe levels for 5 × 5 P3 and P4
based MCPC sequences
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
1 0.1534 no 0.1530 yes
2 0.1118 yes 0.1493 yes
3 0.1495 yes 0.1118 yes
4 0.1793 no 0.1534 no
5 0.1530 yes 0.1793 no
6 0.1493 yes 0.1495 yes
Table A.2: The single sided normalized
RMS sidelobe levels for 5 × 5 P3 and P4
based MCPC sequences
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
1 0.102080 yes 0.101652 yes
2 0.102735 yes 0.105148 yes
3 0.111630 yes 0.111896 yes
4 0.113903 yes 0.100338 yes
5 0.098056 yes 0.098536 yes
6 0.119703 no 0.124907 no
7 0.105194 yes 0.102409 yes
8 0.093355 yes 0.093112 yes
9 0.125431 no 0.118922 no
10 0.127765 no 0.116147 yes
11 0.127258 no 0.110263 yes
12 0.126499 no 0.126909 no
13 0.098536 yes 0.098056 yes
14 0.124907 no 0.119703 no
15 0.100338 yes 0.113903 yes
16 0.111896 yes 0.111630 yes
17 0.101652 yes 0.102080 yes
18 0.105148 yes 0.102735 yes
19 0.126909 no 0.126499 no
20 0.110263 yes 0.127258 no
21 0.093112 yes 0.093355 yes
22 0.102409 yes 0.105194 yes
23 0.116147 yes 0.127765 no
24 0.118922 no 0.125431 no
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Table A.3: The single sided normalized
RMS sidelobe levels for 5 × 5 P3 and P4
based MCPC sequences
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
1 0.078572 yes 0.077564 yes
2 0.084100 yes 0.074006 yes
3 0.087069 yes 0.090362 no
4 0.096507 no 0.092827 no
5 0.085286 yes 0.087366 no
6 0.078350 yes 0.088953 no
7 0.078033 yes 0.100953 no
8 0.079227 yes 0.095519 no
9 0.074568 yes 0.084259 yes
10 0.092344 no 0.076885 yes
11 0.081398 yes 0.068483 yes
12 0.082127 yes 0.085744 yes
13 0.077489 yes 0.093273 no
14 0.093930 no 0.083574 yes
15 0.080745 yes 0.085296 yes
16 0.086689 yes 0.086161 yes
17 0.104953 no 0.092803 no
18 0.100679 no 0.088399 no
19 0.078569 yes 0.082239 yes
20 0.079314 yes 0.099306 no
21 0.073088 yes 0.081317 yes
22 0.079141 yes 0.087238 yes
23 0.091512 no 0.092044 no
24 0.084188 yes 0.090757 no
25 0.092368 no 0.088376 no
26 0.091787 no 0.082526 yes
27 0.099776 no 0.089651 no
28 0.109031 no 0.088237 no
29 0.087689 no 0.081192 yes
30 0.085674 yes 0.088410 no
31 0.092190 no 0.091916 no
32 0.079262 yes 0.090123 no
33 0.088720 no 0.091861 no
34 0.077770 yes 0.078390 yes
35 0.100964 no 0.077909 yes
36 0.104953 no 0.082770 yes
37 0.089705 no 0.099612 no
38 0.090247 no 0.087255 no
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
39 0.077807 yes 0.077596 yes
40 0.092125 no 0.083266 yes
41 0.077658 yes 0.076943 yes
42 0.085267 yes 0.080735 yes
43 0.084418 yes 0.074223 yes
44 0.086768 yes 0.074352 yes
45 0.093084 no 0.077514 yes
46 0.092019 no 0.068406 yes
47 0.108894 no 0.082443 yes
48 0.096692 no 0.086465 yes
49 0.090344 no 0.079141 yes
50 0.073160 yes 0.073088 yes
51 0.082710 yes 0.091512 no
52 0.073997 yes 0.084188 yes
53 0.095404 no 0.079314 yes
54 0.100583 no 0.078569 yes
55 0.082644 yes 0.104953 no
56 0.078241 yes 0.100679 no
57 0.074424 yes 0.086689 yes
58 0.095713 no 0.080745 yes
59 0.074236 yes 0.077489 yes
60 0.081239 yes 0.093930 no
61 0.086531 yes 0.096507 no
62 0.103469 no 0.087069 yes
63 0.088778 no 0.085286 yes
64 0.089081 no 0.078350 yes
65 0.091014 no 0.084100 yes
66 0.084512 yes 0.078572 yes
67 0.095615 no 0.074568 yes
68 0.092038 no 0.092344 no
69 0.103326 no 0.078033 yes
70 0.099385 no 0.079227 yes
71 0.085644 yes 0.082127 yes
72 0.093905 no 0.081398 yes
73 0.088399 no 0.108894 no
74 0.092803 no 0.096692 no
75 0.083574 yes 0.092019 no
76 0.093273 no 0.093084 no
77 0.085296 yes 0.084418 yes
78 0.086161 yes 0.086768 yes
79 0.081317 yes 0.087689 no
80 0.087238 yes 0.085674 yes
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Seq Level Kept Level Kept
81 0.082239 yes 0.109031 no
82 0.099306 no 0.099776 no
83 0.090757 no 0.092368 no
84 0.092044 no 0.091787 no
85 0.068483 yes 0.092125 no
86 0.085744 yes 0.077807 yes
87 0.076885 yes 0.077658 yes
88 0.084259 yes 0.085267 yes
89 0.100953 no 0.090247 no
90 0.095519 no 0.089705 no
91 0.088953 no 0.092190 no
92 0.087366 no 0.079262 yes
93 0.074006 yes 0.088720 no
94 0.077564 yes 0.077770 yes
95 0.090362 no 0.100964 no
96 0.092827 no 0.104953 no
97 0.076943 yes 0.092038 no
98 0.080735 yes 0.095615 no
99 0.083266 yes 0.093905 no
100 0.077596 yes 0.085644 yes
101 0.099612 no 0.099385 no
102 0.087255 no 0.103326 no
103 0.068406 yes 0.081239 yes
104 0.077514 yes 0.074236 yes
105 0.082443 yes 0.078241 yes
106 0.086465 yes 0.082644 yes
107 0.074352 yes 0.074424 yes
108 0.074223 yes 0.095713 no
109 0.081192 yes 0.073160 yes
110 0.088410 no 0.090344 no
111 0.088237 no 0.100583 no
112 0.089651 no 0.095404 no
113 0.088376 no 0.073997 yes
114 0.082526 yes 0.082710 yes
115 0.082770 yes 0.086531 yes
116 0.077909 yes 0.103469 no
117 0.090123 no 0.088778 no
118 0.091916 no 0.089081 no
119 0.078390 yes 0.084512 yes
120 0.091861 no 0.091014 no
Table A.4: The single sided normalized
RMS sidelobe levels for 5 × 5 P3 and P4
based MCPC sequences
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
1 0.067679 yes 0.068874 yes
2 0.070124 yes 0.066081 yes
3 0.083231 no 0.079624 yes
4 0.083590 no 0.079913 yes
5 0.072855 yes 0.074269 yes
6 0.075986 yes 0.074709 yes
7 0.079862 yes 0.087112 no
8 0.072856 yes 0.080855 yes
9 0.081189 yes 0.086313 no
10 0.078143 yes 0.079324 yes
11 0.084014 no 0.075226 yes
12 0.081746 yes 0.084241 no
13 0.075460 yes 0.080463 yes
14 0.082091 yes 0.077845 yes
15 0.080910 yes 0.083248 no
16 0.083025 yes 0.085555 no
17 0.078580 yes 0.081668 yes
18 0.083071 yes 0.081102 yes
19 0.091490 no 0.085237 no
20 0.087523 no 0.091690 no
21 0.078887 yes 0.076731 yes
22 0.082894 yes 0.081814 yes
23 0.085643 no 0.086340 no
24 0.077042 yes 0.078982 yes
25 0.065041 yes 0.076691 yes
26 0.067412 yes 0.073976 yes
27 0.076305 yes 0.077903 yes
28 0.076537 yes 0.078984 yes
29 0.070532 yes 0.078408 yes
30 0.074414 yes 0.082276 yes
31 0.070703 yes 0.078925 yes
32 0.073967 yes 0.077692 yes
33 0.074753 yes 0.078035 yes
34 0.077698 yes 0.070957 yes
35 0.072511 yes 0.069018 yes
36 0.077362 yes 0.080373 yes
37 0.086310 no 0.088050 no
38 0.090848 no 0.083254 no
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Seq Level Kept Level Kept
39 0.081783 yes 0.083821 no
40 0.085666 no 0.088258 no
41 0.090674 no 0.081516 yes
42 0.086153 no 0.077547 yes
43 0.076010 yes 0.071173 yes
44 0.075173 yes 0.078948 yes
45 0.069932 yes 0.075297 yes
46 0.073001 yes 0.077671 yes
47 0.080216 yes 0.081376 yes
48 0.080005 yes 0.082621 yes
49 0.072986 yes 0.078841 yes
50 0.072405 yes 0.077069 yes
51 0.084573 no 0.088290 no
52 0.088454 no 0.082489 yes
53 0.074838 yes 0.076399 yes
54 0.078367 yes 0.083272 no
55 0.079828 yes 0.085877 no
56 0.073693 yes 0.079414 yes
57 0.082900 yes 0.087250 no
58 0.081055 yes 0.081424 yes
59 0.088396 no 0.078804 yes
60 0.085855 no 0.087288 no
61 0.080766 yes 0.080589 yes
62 0.086541 no 0.082178 yes
63 0.078732 yes 0.086991 no
64 0.086644 no 0.084964 no
65 0.077303 yes 0.072851 yes
66 0.083686 no 0.079813 yes
67 0.087983 no 0.085266 no
68 0.081644 yes 0.089775 no
69 0.079578 yes 0.073324 yes
70 0.078074 yes 0.071876 yes
71 0.083009 yes 0.078905 yes
72 0.076128 yes 0.075251 yes
73 0.079530 yes 0.092142 no
74 0.084948 no 0.088090 no
75 0.072168 yes 0.086887 no
76 0.076665 yes 0.091577 no
77 0.085569 no 0.088379 no
78 0.081190 yes 0.084833 no
79 0.071211 yes 0.081527 yes
80 0.079936 yes 0.080479 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
81 0.077440 yes 0.083168 no
82 0.086528 no 0.085344 no
83 0.085892 no 0.084216 no
84 0.079294 yes 0.074211 yes
85 0.077276 yes 0.084890 no
86 0.083807 no 0.082520 yes
87 0.077834 yes 0.077725 yes
88 0.080995 yes 0.081311 yes
89 0.083090 yes 0.085458 no
90 0.088020 no 0.088010 no
91 0.083371 no 0.079936 yes
92 0.078509 yes 0.071113 yes
93 0.089708 no 0.085073 no
94 0.083550 no 0.079921 yes
95 0.076545 yes 0.079006 yes
96 0.076348 yes 0.079688 yes
97 0.072023 yes 0.069073 yes
98 0.070279 yes 0.076359 yes
99 0.078873 yes 0.080148 yes
100 0.080335 yes 0.081295 yes
101 0.076301 yes 0.075803 yes
102 0.071942 yes 0.075961 yes
103 0.083585 no 0.079092 yes
104 0.075469 yes 0.074075 yes
105 0.081062 yes 0.074061 yes
106 0.082491 yes 0.074428 yes
107 0.085762 no 0.082290 yes
108 0.079085 yes 0.086568 no
109 0.064125 yes 0.065660 yes
110 0.070198 yes 0.075315 yes
111 0.071317 yes 0.079118 yes
112 0.070543 yes 0.078438 yes
113 0.072866 yes 0.074234 yes
114 0.076480 yes 0.079316 yes
115 0.091833 no 0.087303 no
116 0.087358 no 0.093110 no
117 0.082809 yes 0.081727 yes
118 0.085548 no 0.086413 no
119 0.084401 no 0.087008 no
120 0.075229 yes 0.078286 yes
121 0.075455 yes 0.077017 yes
122 0.075777 yes 0.074161 yes
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Seq Level Kept Level Kept
123 0.089937 no 0.085860 no
124 0.089744 no 0.084949 no
125 0.076468 yes 0.079231 yes
126 0.079580 yes 0.079789 yes
127 0.086557 no 0.090708 no
128 0.078390 yes 0.084341 no
129 0.087597 no 0.089459 no
130 0.084312 no 0.080983 yes
131 0.087091 no 0.075988 yes
132 0.085267 no 0.085101 no
133 0.081650 yes 0.083124 yes
134 0.087168 no 0.078997 yes
135 0.086588 no 0.086886 no
136 0.087957 no 0.087991 no
137 0.083070 yes 0.080987 yes
138 0.087308 no 0.079823 yes
139 0.088812 no 0.079240 yes
140 0.085054 no 0.086328 no
141 0.074742 yes 0.070394 yes
142 0.078888 yes 0.076638 yes
143 0.082907 yes 0.081563 yes
144 0.074126 yes 0.073875 yes
145 0.075571 yes 0.078318 yes
146 0.074698 yes 0.074595 yes
147 0.083375 no 0.080933 yes
148 0.083381 no 0.079897 yes
149 0.070232 yes 0.075328 yes
150 0.076094 yes 0.077769 yes
151 0.078367 yes 0.075493 yes
152 0.073016 yes 0.071783 yes
153 0.077196 yes 0.075368 yes
154 0.068927 yes 0.067579 yes
155 0.076738 yes 0.064971 yes
156 0.078243 yes 0.067650 yes
157 0.090784 no 0.086481 no
158 0.087075 no 0.079778 yes
159 0.085600 no 0.084616 no
160 0.086019 no 0.084194 no
161 0.083707 no 0.079793 yes
162 0.085943 no 0.079783 yes
163 0.079075 yes 0.070685 yes
164 0.080178 yes 0.072783 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
165 0.078862 yes 0.072962 yes
166 0.079603 yes 0.073332 yes
167 0.082392 yes 0.074445 yes
168 0.083043 yes 0.075719 yes
169 0.080986 yes 0.083427 no
170 0.072494 yes 0.079016 yes
171 0.086023 no 0.089953 no
172 0.079672 yes 0.083247 no
173 0.077955 yes 0.076380 yes
174 0.078491 yes 0.076020 yes
175 0.084675 no 0.085533 no
176 0.075143 yes 0.079412 yes
177 0.085205 no 0.086208 no
178 0.083106 yes 0.077233 yes
179 0.082634 yes 0.072122 yes
180 0.081925 yes 0.080658 yes
181 0.080828 yes 0.082256 yes
182 0.083165 yes 0.075528 yes
183 0.086939 no 0.086683 no
184 0.083211 no 0.081010 yes
185 0.077784 yes 0.077867 yes
186 0.073482 yes 0.074490 yes
187 0.087133 no 0.075317 yes
188 0.083100 yes 0.081101 yes
189 0.081834 yes 0.067568 yes
190 0.086893 no 0.072228 yes
191 0.083922 no 0.081740 yes
192 0.080376 yes 0.077373 yes
193 0.089466 no 0.087616 no
194 0.086203 no 0.081207 yes
195 0.086180 no 0.085266 no
196 0.086555 no 0.085446 no
197 0.086463 no 0.082288 yes
198 0.087223 no 0.082980 yes
199 0.083130 yes 0.081754 yes
200 0.080344 yes 0.075569 yes
201 0.083657 no 0.082195 yes
202 0.088449 no 0.076864 yes
203 0.083053 yes 0.075528 yes
204 0.084842 no 0.077311 yes
205 0.082176 yes 0.083704 no
206 0.087135 no 0.078882 yes
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Seq Level Kept Level Kept
207 0.082238 yes 0.080769 yes
208 0.083822 no 0.082527 yes
209 0.082173 yes 0.077782 yes
210 0.087247 no 0.079061 yes
211 0.083116 yes 0.077250 yes
212 0.083219 no 0.077517 yes
213 0.084287 no 0.081046 yes
214 0.078115 yes 0.079263 yes
215 0.081084 yes 0.081424 yes
216 0.080645 yes 0.080734 yes
217 0.078273 yes 0.074610 yes
218 0.079810 yes 0.077071 yes
219 0.088409 no 0.084443 no
220 0.088111 no 0.085171 no
221 0.085776 no 0.082226 yes
222 0.083425 no 0.081507 yes
223 0.088260 no 0.086262 no
224 0.084667 no 0.081450 yes
225 0.092251 no 0.079553 yes
226 0.087246 no 0.075277 yes
227 0.091318 no 0.080460 yes
228 0.087566 no 0.085292 no
229 0.081567 yes 0.071239 yes
230 0.082644 yes 0.072082 yes
231 0.087032 no 0.078678 yes
232 0.088423 no 0.078811 yes
233 0.084037 no 0.075118 yes
234 0.087114 no 0.076005 yes
235 0.097390 no 0.086036 no
236 0.093299 no 0.092161 no
237 0.088721 no 0.079239 yes
238 0.091402 no 0.085152 no
239 0.091834 no 0.087148 no
240 0.082652 yes 0.079814 yes
241 0.071825 yes 0.072929 yes
242 0.070603 yes 0.068592 yes
243 0.078916 yes 0.072400 yes
244 0.078502 yes 0.071055 yes
245 0.064100 yes 0.065616 yes
246 0.070972 yes 0.070538 yes
247 0.074612 yes 0.074641 yes
248 0.068654 yes 0.070577 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
249 0.074308 yes 0.075725 yes
250 0.066095 yes 0.070065 yes
251 0.074000 yes 0.067368 yes
252 0.075190 yes 0.069828 yes
253 0.084362 no 0.078338 yes
254 0.080754 yes 0.072798 yes
255 0.079417 yes 0.075097 yes
256 0.079366 yes 0.074201 yes
257 0.077267 yes 0.072844 yes
258 0.079428 yes 0.073665 yes
259 0.077844 yes 0.073916 yes
260 0.078521 yes 0.075551 yes
261 0.077083 yes 0.072347 yes
262 0.078091 yes 0.071845 yes
263 0.080959 yes 0.074027 yes
264 0.082082 yes 0.077197 yes
265 0.067691 yes 0.078280 yes
266 0.069850 yes 0.075249 yes
267 0.075913 yes 0.078522 yes
268 0.076311 yes 0.079745 yes
269 0.071289 yes 0.079163 yes
270 0.076575 yes 0.083614 no
271 0.072776 yes 0.080111 yes
272 0.075582 yes 0.078450 yes
273 0.077178 yes 0.079659 yes
274 0.079705 yes 0.072859 yes
275 0.073538 yes 0.070035 yes
276 0.078289 yes 0.081167 yes
277 0.081444 yes 0.084524 no
278 0.085967 no 0.079446 yes
279 0.077358 yes 0.080320 yes
280 0.081265 yes 0.084780 no
281 0.086107 no 0.077621 yes
282 0.081265 yes 0.073557 yes
283 0.075138 yes 0.070521 yes
284 0.074399 yes 0.078440 yes
285 0.066164 yes 0.072839 yes
286 0.069934 yes 0.075349 yes
287 0.078761 yes 0.080280 yes
288 0.079871 yes 0.082318 yes
289 0.075692 yes 0.082993 yes
290 0.077220 yes 0.082030 yes
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Seq Level Kept Level Kept
291 0.081561 yes 0.083268 no
292 0.085392 no 0.076033 yes
293 0.076061 yes 0.073501 yes
294 0.081623 yes 0.083742 no
295 0.077747 yes 0.075921 yes
296 0.070568 yes 0.070816 yes
297 0.079864 yes 0.079444 yes
298 0.074663 yes 0.075842 yes
299 0.082295 yes 0.074257 yes
300 0.083562 no 0.076435 yes
301 0.074049 yes 0.073887 yes
302 0.079054 yes 0.076811 yes
303 0.079975 yes 0.082534 yes
304 0.085878 no 0.077209 yes
305 0.068389 yes 0.063577 yes
306 0.078277 yes 0.075101 yes
307 0.082559 yes 0.079969 yes
308 0.082179 yes 0.079822 yes
309 0.075950 yes 0.071777 yes
310 0.075970 yes 0.066248 yes
311 0.077412 yes 0.067582 yes
312 0.071234 yes 0.071439 yes
313 0.085389 no 0.087434 no
314 0.089679 no 0.083143 yes
315 0.081172 yes 0.083074 yes
316 0.085075 no 0.088066 no
317 0.090902 no 0.083328 no
318 0.086076 no 0.079447 yes
319 0.092231 no 0.093196 no
320 0.097812 no 0.088665 no
321 0.086402 no 0.084847 no
322 0.091680 no 0.087321 no
323 0.093034 no 0.087249 no
324 0.085803 no 0.077212 yes
325 0.085213 no 0.085156 no
326 0.084243 no 0.081629 yes
327 0.080730 yes 0.081789 yes
328 0.080074 yes 0.080368 yes
329 0.086699 no 0.084863 no
330 0.087394 no 0.085742 no
331 0.086604 no 0.078954 yes
332 0.085438 no 0.076054 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
333 0.089782 no 0.081634 yes
334 0.088432 no 0.082467 yes
335 0.077676 yes 0.071047 yes
336 0.079711 yes 0.072860 yes
337 0.078123 yes 0.067131 yes
338 0.073978 yes 0.073448 yes
339 0.074995 yes 0.070517 yes
340 0.075880 yes 0.071225 yes
341 0.071791 yes 0.069224 yes
342 0.071383 yes 0.071392 yes
343 0.078957 yes 0.069684 yes
344 0.073401 yes 0.074055 yes
345 0.077512 yes 0.067615 yes
346 0.076450 yes 0.070134 yes
347 0.078950 yes 0.075127 yes
348 0.078392 yes 0.074339 yes
349 0.076048 yes 0.073532 yes
350 0.074049 yes 0.075334 yes
351 0.073535 yes 0.070051 yes
352 0.072491 yes 0.069119 yes
353 0.074813 yes 0.076355 yes
354 0.075247 yes 0.076095 yes
355 0.080388 yes 0.077425 yes
356 0.081111 yes 0.078363 yes
357 0.083158 yes 0.078423 yes
358 0.082903 yes 0.078979 yes
359 0.083386 no 0.079139 yes
360 0.083696 no 0.081678 yes
361 0.079936 yes 0.083371 no
362 0.071113 yes 0.078509 yes
363 0.085073 no 0.089708 no
364 0.079921 yes 0.083550 no
365 0.079006 yes 0.076545 yes
366 0.079688 yes 0.076348 yes
367 0.084216 no 0.085892 no
368 0.074211 yes 0.079294 yes
369 0.085344 no 0.086528 no
370 0.083168 no 0.077440 yes
371 0.081527 yes 0.071211 yes
372 0.080479 yes 0.079936 yes
373 0.082520 yes 0.083807 no
374 0.084890 no 0.077276 yes
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375 0.088010 no 0.088020 no
376 0.085458 no 0.083090 yes
377 0.081311 yes 0.080995 yes
378 0.077725 yes 0.077834 yes
379 0.092142 no 0.079530 yes
380 0.088090 no 0.084948 no
381 0.086887 no 0.072168 yes
382 0.091577 no 0.076665 yes
383 0.088379 no 0.085569 no
384 0.084833 no 0.081190 yes
385 0.075315 yes 0.070198 yes
386 0.065660 yes 0.064125 yes
387 0.079316 yes 0.076480 yes
388 0.074234 yes 0.072866 yes
389 0.078438 yes 0.070543 yes
390 0.079118 yes 0.071317 yes
391 0.074428 yes 0.082491 yes
392 0.074061 yes 0.081062 yes
393 0.082290 yes 0.085762 no
394 0.086568 no 0.079085 yes
395 0.074075 yes 0.075469 yes
396 0.079092 yes 0.083585 no
397 0.087303 no 0.091833 no
398 0.093110 no 0.087358 no
399 0.081727 yes 0.082809 yes
400 0.086413 no 0.085548 no
401 0.087008 no 0.084401 no
402 0.078286 yes 0.075229 yes
403 0.076359 yes 0.070279 yes
404 0.069073 yes 0.072023 yes
405 0.075961 yes 0.071942 yes
406 0.075803 yes 0.076301 yes
407 0.081295 yes 0.080335 yes
408 0.080148 yes 0.078873 yes
409 0.073324 yes 0.079578 yes
410 0.071876 yes 0.078074 yes
411 0.085266 no 0.087983 no
412 0.089775 no 0.081644 yes
413 0.075251 yes 0.076128 yes
414 0.078905 yes 0.083009 yes
415 0.079813 yes 0.083686 no
416 0.072851 yes 0.077303 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
417 0.082178 yes 0.086541 no
418 0.080589 yes 0.080766 yes
419 0.086991 no 0.078732 yes
420 0.084964 no 0.086644 no
421 0.081424 yes 0.081055 yes
422 0.087250 no 0.082900 yes
423 0.078804 yes 0.088396 no
424 0.087288 no 0.085855 no
425 0.079414 yes 0.073693 yes
426 0.085877 no 0.079828 yes
427 0.088290 no 0.084573 no
428 0.082489 yes 0.088454 no
429 0.078841 yes 0.072986 yes
430 0.077069 yes 0.072405 yes
431 0.083272 no 0.078367 yes
432 0.076399 yes 0.074838 yes
433 0.085237 no 0.091490 no
434 0.091690 no 0.087523 no
435 0.076731 yes 0.078887 yes
436 0.081814 yes 0.082894 yes
437 0.086340 no 0.085643 no
438 0.078982 yes 0.077042 yes
439 0.075226 yes 0.084014 no
440 0.084241 no 0.081746 yes
441 0.079324 yes 0.078143 yes
442 0.086313 no 0.081189 yes
443 0.087112 no 0.079862 yes
444 0.080855 yes 0.072856 yes
445 0.077845 yes 0.082091 yes
446 0.080463 yes 0.075460 yes
447 0.081102 yes 0.083071 yes
448 0.081668 yes 0.078580 yes
449 0.085555 no 0.083025 yes
450 0.083248 no 0.080910 yes
451 0.068874 yes 0.067679 yes
452 0.066081 yes 0.070124 yes
453 0.079624 yes 0.083231 no
454 0.079913 yes 0.083590 no
455 0.074269 yes 0.072855 yes
456 0.074709 yes 0.075986 yes
457 0.078948 yes 0.075173 yes
458 0.071173 yes 0.076010 yes
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459 0.082621 yes 0.080005 yes
460 0.081376 yes 0.080216 yes
461 0.077671 yes 0.073001 yes
462 0.075297 yes 0.069932 yes
463 0.080373 yes 0.077362 yes
464 0.069018 yes 0.072511 yes
465 0.077692 yes 0.073967 yes
466 0.078925 yes 0.070703 yes
467 0.078035 yes 0.074753 yes
468 0.070957 yes 0.077698 yes
469 0.073976 yes 0.067412 yes
470 0.076691 yes 0.065041 yes
471 0.082276 yes 0.074414 yes
472 0.078408 yes 0.070532 yes
473 0.078984 yes 0.076537 yes
474 0.077903 yes 0.076305 yes
475 0.088050 no 0.086310 no
476 0.083254 no 0.090848 no
477 0.083821 no 0.081783 yes
478 0.088258 no 0.085666 no
479 0.081516 yes 0.090674 no
480 0.077547 yes 0.086153 no
481 0.081046 yes 0.084287 no
482 0.079263 yes 0.078115 yes
483 0.077250 yes 0.083116 yes
484 0.077517 yes 0.083219 no
485 0.080734 yes 0.080645 yes
486 0.081424 yes 0.081084 yes
487 0.079061 yes 0.087247 no
488 0.077782 yes 0.082173 yes
489 0.078882 yes 0.087135 no
490 0.083704 no 0.082176 yes
491 0.080769 yes 0.082238 yes
492 0.082527 yes 0.083822 no
493 0.076864 yes 0.088449 no
494 0.082195 yes 0.083657 no
495 0.075528 yes 0.083053 yes
496 0.077311 yes 0.084842 no
497 0.075569 yes 0.080344 yes
498 0.081754 yes 0.083130 yes
499 0.085266 no 0.086180 no
500 0.085446 no 0.086555 no
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
501 0.087616 no 0.089466 no
502 0.081207 yes 0.086203 no
503 0.082980 yes 0.087223 no
504 0.082288 yes 0.086463 no
505 0.076005 yes 0.087114 no
506 0.075118 yes 0.084037 no
507 0.072082 yes 0.082644 yes
508 0.071239 yes 0.081567 yes
509 0.078678 yes 0.087032 no
510 0.078811 yes 0.088423 no
511 0.079239 yes 0.088721 no
512 0.085152 no 0.091402 no
513 0.086036 no 0.097390 no
514 0.092161 no 0.093299 no
515 0.079814 yes 0.082652 yes
516 0.087148 no 0.091834 no
517 0.080460 yes 0.091318 no
518 0.085292 no 0.087566 no
519 0.075277 yes 0.087246 no
520 0.079553 yes 0.092251 no
521 0.086262 no 0.088260 no
522 0.081450 yes 0.084667 no
523 0.081507 yes 0.083425 no
524 0.082226 yes 0.085776 no
525 0.077071 yes 0.079810 yes
526 0.074610 yes 0.078273 yes
527 0.084443 no 0.088409 no
528 0.085171 no 0.088111 no
529 0.070394 yes 0.074742 yes
530 0.076638 yes 0.078888 yes
531 0.079240 yes 0.088812 no
532 0.086328 no 0.085054 no
533 0.073875 yes 0.074126 yes
534 0.081563 yes 0.082907 yes
535 0.079823 yes 0.087308 no
536 0.080987 yes 0.083070 yes
537 0.078997 yes 0.087168 no
538 0.083124 yes 0.081650 yes
539 0.086886 no 0.086588 no
540 0.087991 no 0.087957 no
541 0.080983 yes 0.084312 no
542 0.089459 no 0.087597 no
162
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
543 0.075988 yes 0.087091 no
544 0.085101 no 0.085267 no
545 0.084341 no 0.078390 yes
546 0.090708 no 0.086557 no
547 0.085860 no 0.089937 no
548 0.084949 no 0.089744 no
549 0.077017 yes 0.075455 yes
550 0.074161 yes 0.075777 yes
551 0.079789 yes 0.079580 yes
552 0.079231 yes 0.076468 yes
553 0.075317 yes 0.087133 no
554 0.081101 yes 0.083100 yes
555 0.067568 yes 0.081834 yes
556 0.072228 yes 0.086893 no
557 0.081740 yes 0.083922 no
558 0.077373 yes 0.080376 yes
559 0.072122 yes 0.082634 yes
560 0.080658 yes 0.081925 yes
561 0.077233 yes 0.083106 yes
562 0.086208 no 0.085205 no
563 0.085533 no 0.084675 no
564 0.079412 yes 0.075143 yes
565 0.075528 yes 0.083165 yes
566 0.082256 yes 0.080828 yes
567 0.074490 yes 0.073482 yes
568 0.077867 yes 0.077784 yes
569 0.081010 yes 0.083211 no
570 0.086683 no 0.086939 no
571 0.083427 no 0.080986 yes
572 0.079016 yes 0.072494 yes
573 0.089953 no 0.086023 no
574 0.083247 no 0.079672 yes
575 0.076380 yes 0.077955 yes
576 0.076020 yes 0.078491 yes
577 0.075719 yes 0.083043 yes
578 0.074445 yes 0.082392 yes
579 0.072783 yes 0.080178 yes
580 0.070685 yes 0.079075 yes
581 0.072962 yes 0.078862 yes
582 0.073332 yes 0.079603 yes
583 0.077769 yes 0.076094 yes
584 0.075328 yes 0.070232 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
585 0.074595 yes 0.074698 yes
586 0.078318 yes 0.075571 yes
587 0.080933 yes 0.083375 no
588 0.079897 yes 0.083381 no
589 0.071783 yes 0.073016 yes
590 0.075493 yes 0.078367 yes
591 0.067650 yes 0.078243 yes
592 0.064971 yes 0.076738 yes
593 0.067579 yes 0.068927 yes
594 0.075368 yes 0.077196 yes
595 0.084616 no 0.085600 no
596 0.084194 no 0.086019 no
597 0.086481 no 0.090784 no
598 0.079778 yes 0.087075 no
599 0.079783 yes 0.085943 no
600 0.079793 yes 0.083707 no
601 0.071047 yes 0.077676 yes
602 0.072860 yes 0.079711 yes
603 0.082467 yes 0.088432 no
604 0.081634 yes 0.089782 no
605 0.078954 yes 0.086604 no
606 0.076054 yes 0.085438 no
607 0.083328 no 0.090902 no
608 0.079447 yes 0.086076 no
609 0.088066 no 0.085075 no
610 0.083074 yes 0.081172 yes
611 0.087434 no 0.085389 no
612 0.083143 yes 0.089679 no
613 0.080368 yes 0.080074 yes
614 0.081789 yes 0.080730 yes
615 0.084863 no 0.086699 no
616 0.085742 no 0.087394 no
617 0.081629 yes 0.084243 no
618 0.085156 no 0.085213 no
619 0.093196 no 0.092231 no
620 0.088665 no 0.097812 no
621 0.084847 no 0.086402 no
622 0.087321 no 0.091680 no
623 0.087249 no 0.093034 no
624 0.077212 yes 0.085803 no
625 0.069119 yes 0.072491 yes
626 0.070051 yes 0.073535 yes
163
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
627 0.076355 yes 0.074813 yes
628 0.076095 yes 0.075247 yes
629 0.075334 yes 0.074049 yes
630 0.073532 yes 0.076048 yes
631 0.071225 yes 0.075880 yes
632 0.070517 yes 0.074995 yes
633 0.069224 yes 0.071791 yes
634 0.071392 yes 0.071383 yes
635 0.073448 yes 0.073978 yes
636 0.067131 yes 0.078123 yes
637 0.079139 yes 0.083386 no
638 0.081678 yes 0.083696 no
639 0.078979 yes 0.082903 yes
640 0.078423 yes 0.083158 yes
641 0.077425 yes 0.080388 yes
642 0.078363 yes 0.081111 yes
643 0.074055 yes 0.073401 yes
644 0.069684 yes 0.078957 yes
645 0.074339 yes 0.078392 yes
646 0.075127 yes 0.078950 yes
647 0.070134 yes 0.076450 yes
648 0.067615 yes 0.077512 yes
649 0.075349 yes 0.069934 yes
650 0.072839 yes 0.066164 yes
651 0.080280 yes 0.078761 yes
652 0.082318 yes 0.079871 yes
653 0.078440 yes 0.074399 yes
654 0.070521 yes 0.075138 yes
655 0.077621 yes 0.086107 no
656 0.073557 yes 0.081265 yes
657 0.084780 no 0.081265 yes
658 0.080320 yes 0.077358 yes
659 0.084524 no 0.081444 yes
660 0.079446 yes 0.085967 no
661 0.079745 yes 0.076311 yes
662 0.078522 yes 0.075913 yes
663 0.079163 yes 0.071289 yes
664 0.083614 no 0.076575 yes
665 0.075249 yes 0.069850 yes
666 0.078280 yes 0.067691 yes
667 0.079659 yes 0.077178 yes
668 0.072859 yes 0.079705 yes
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
669 0.080111 yes 0.072776 yes
670 0.078450 yes 0.075582 yes
671 0.081167 yes 0.078289 yes
672 0.070035 yes 0.073538 yes
673 0.074027 yes 0.080959 yes
674 0.077197 yes 0.082082 yes
675 0.071845 yes 0.078091 yes
676 0.072347 yes 0.077083 yes
677 0.073916 yes 0.077844 yes
678 0.075551 yes 0.078521 yes
679 0.065616 yes 0.064100 yes
680 0.070538 yes 0.070972 yes
681 0.071055 yes 0.078502 yes
682 0.072400 yes 0.078916 yes
683 0.072929 yes 0.071825 yes
684 0.068592 yes 0.070603 yes
685 0.074201 yes 0.079366 yes
686 0.075097 yes 0.079417 yes
687 0.072844 yes 0.077267 yes
688 0.073665 yes 0.079428 yes
689 0.072798 yes 0.080754 yes
690 0.078338 yes 0.084362 no
691 0.074641 yes 0.074612 yes
692 0.070577 yes 0.068654 yes
693 0.075725 yes 0.074308 yes
694 0.070065 yes 0.066095 yes
695 0.067368 yes 0.074000 yes
696 0.069828 yes 0.075190 yes
697 0.071439 yes 0.071234 yes
698 0.067582 yes 0.077412 yes
699 0.079822 yes 0.082179 yes
700 0.079969 yes 0.082559 yes
701 0.071777 yes 0.075950 yes
702 0.066248 yes 0.075970 yes
703 0.083742 no 0.081623 yes
704 0.073501 yes 0.076061 yes
705 0.082030 yes 0.077220 yes
706 0.082993 yes 0.075692 yes
707 0.083268 no 0.081561 yes
708 0.076033 yes 0.085392 no
709 0.070816 yes 0.070568 yes
710 0.075921 yes 0.077747 yes
164
P3 P4
Seq Level Kept Level Kept
711 0.076435 yes 0.083562 no
712 0.074257 yes 0.082295 yes
713 0.075842 yes 0.074663 yes
714 0.079444 yes 0.079864 yes
715 0.082534 yes 0.079975 yes
716 0.077209 yes 0.085878 no
717 0.073887 yes 0.074049 yes
718 0.076811 yes 0.079054 yes
719 0.063577 yes 0.068389 yes




Table B.1: The Gray codes for 3× 3 P3 and







Table B.2: The Gray codes for 4× 4 P3 and




















Table B.3: The Gray codes for 5× 5 P3 and






































































Table B.4: The Gray codes for 6× 6 P3 and
P4 based MCPC sequences
Gray
Code P3 P4
000000000 150 61
000000001 146 139
000000011 151 28
000000010 36 98
000000110 99 29
000000111 188 156
000000101 96 101
000000100 185 84
000001100 95 130
000001101 98 87
000001111 182 104
000001110 128 32
000001010 152 17
000001011 181 71
000001001 186 24
000001000 137 122
000011000 189 94
000011001 145 95
000011011 100 79
000011010 46 72
000011110 133 80
000011111 125 18
000011101 180 56
000011100 92 103
000010100 97 117
000010101 113 86
000010111 89 59
000010110 143 113
000010010 102 11
000010011 109 14
000010001 105 58
000010000 155 125
000110000 121 66
000110001 167 70
000110011 122 69
000110010 101 62
000110110 114 53
000110111 72 134
000110101 58 52
000110100 13 49
Gray
Code P3 P4
000111100 70 47
000111101 78 96
000111111 87 92
000111110 88 88
000111010 84 91
000111011 81 8
000111001 76 178
000111000 14 97
000101000 85 22
000101001 68 43
000101011 21 99
000101010 69 65
000101110 63 30
000101111 33 31
000101101 48 6
000101100 34 21
000100100 29 3
000100101 50 146
000100111 44 13
000100110 80 25
000100010 2 26
000100011 49 27
000100001 53 36
000100000 31 148
001100000 79 44
001100001 32 45
001100011 54 33
001100010 39 48
001100110 120 35
001100111 56 142
001100101 65 46
001100100 117 100
001101100 57 50
001101101 61 34
001101111 112 2
001101110 110 42
001101010 106 1
001101011 108 10
001101001 28 5
001101000 104 4
001111000 55 41
001111001 75 153
168
Gray
Code P3 P4
001111011 73 230
001111010 71 197
001111110 47 210
001111111 45 105
001111101 12 199
001111100 164 174
001110100 178 179
001110101 165 198
001110111 168 170
001110110 7 252
001110010 386 165
001110011 22 203
001110001 30 206
001110000 154 166
001010000 166 126
001010001 179 141
001010011 156 163
001010010 176 131
001010110 169 234
001010111 285 158
001010101 141 111
001010100 291 102
001011100 111 121
001011101 283 109
001011111 199 110
001011110 248 242
001011010 149 106
001011011 273 133
001011001 153 168
001011000 126 107
001001000 142 120
001001001 378 114
001001011 25 244
001001010 172 164
001001110 218 112
001001111 17 257
001001101 18 217
001001100 16 233
001000100 216 138
001000101 170 137
001000111 298 216
001000110 174 232
Gray
Code P3 P4
001000010 15 194
001000011 5 191
001000001 366 151
001000000 1 192
011000000 24 215
011000001 10 188
011000011 144 186
011000010 6 260
011000110 8 184
011000111 352 222
011000101 9 143
011000100 35 180
011001100 250 213
011001101 353 200
011001111 43 579
011001110 163 150
011001010 26 167
011001011 173 259
011001001 27 237
011001000 362 154
011011000 262 231
011011001 243 208
011011011 342 155
011011010 254 212
011011110 209 211
011011111 289 207
011011101 265 173
011011100 260 202
011010100 288 204
011010101 261 162
011010111 284 161
011010110 200 149
011010010 245 144
011010011 263 214
011010001 251 218
011010000 207 227
011110000 252 145
011110001 249 226
011110011 255 190
011110010 258 176
011110110 257 152
011110111 247 181
169
Gray
Code P3 P4
011110101 259 224
011110100 385 185
011111100 256 189
011111101 392 221
011111111 192 147
011111110 211 241
011111010 391 293
011111011 214 284
011111001 229 283
011111000 274 285
011101000 240 209
011101001 215 274
011101011 230 258
011101010 217 245
011101110 371 251
011101111 372 240
011101101 377 243
011101100 355 288
011100100 242 255
011100101 364 333
011100111 241 253
011100110 354 307
011100010 361 310
011100011 302 250
011100001 276 225
011100000 310 247
010100000 282 281
010100001 309 279
010100011 299 249
010100010 294 273
010100110 296 267
010100111 293 355
010100101 301 407
010100100 297 328
010101100 307 271
010101101 305 256
010101111 373 406
010101110 275 276
010101010 337 309
010101011 308 248
010101001 311 272
010101000 365 353
Gray
Code P3 P4
010111000 303 332
010111001 312 331
010111011 341 287
010111010 339 246
010111110 264 278
010111111 336 405
010111101 347 318
010111100 246 201
010110100 268 289
010110101 358 385
010110111 272 290
010110110 306 292
010110010 315 275
010110011 267 265
010110001 271 282
010110000 244 263
010010000 270 266
010010001 279 296
010010011 277 269
010010010 356 268
010010110 269 426
010010111 335 335
010010101 280 372
010010100 357 348
010011100 328 254
010011101 266 382
010011111 351 425
010011110 327 297
010011010 346 340
010011011 517 261
010011001 348 286
010011000 349 362
010001000 350 312
010001001 396 308
010001011 290 336
010001010 286 327
010001110 390 339
010001111 340 324
010001101 387 314
010001100 389 311
010000100 338 315
010000101 344 357
170
Gray
Code P3 P4
010000111 399 326
010000110 345 304
010000010 491 229
010000011 480 301
010000001 471 465
010000000 295 299
110000000 481 377
110000001 489 302
110000011 554 432
110000010 474 300
110000110 403 187
110000111 456 303
110000101 461 298
110000100 444 305
110001100 462 334
110001101 470 341
110001111 343 342
110001110 402 381
110001010 368 306
110001011 407 337
110001001 414 295
110001000 430 264
110011000 395 262
110011001 405 338
110011011 393 345
110011010 388 462
110011110 406 508
110011111 408 458
110011101 413 451
110011100 416 443
110010100 415 456
110010101 417 455
110010111 436 440
110010110 448 438
110010010 435 526
110010011 453 460
110010001 473 429
110010000 404 430
110110000 452 442
110110001 447 450
110110011 432 408
110110010 445 421
Gray
Code P3 P4
110110110 446 404
110110111 428 422
110110101 438 409
110110100 451 452
110111100 455 395
110111101 441 386
110111111 457 392
110111110 460 394
110111010 421 413
110111011 459 391
110111001 458 399
110111000 418 445
110101000 469 403
110101001 464 448
110101011 410 441
110101010 466 449
110101110 479 414
110101111 465 435
110101101 425 412
110101100 468 365
110100100 429 444
110100101 463 431
110100111 467 418
110100110 409 410
110100010 454 350
110100011 439 419
110100001 531 351
110100000 543 515
111100000 522 447
111100001 538 356
111100011 529 360
111100010 530 446
111100110 484 370
111100111 520 346
111100101 485 482
111100100 567 366
111101100 203 358
111101101 205 461
111101111 566 472
111101110 523 368
111101010 568 354
111101011 564 344
171
Gray
Code P3 P4
111101001 576 402
111101000 533 347
111111000 526 352
111111001 525 388
111111011 519 497
111111010 511 359
111111110 515 498
111111111 534 490
111111101 602 376
111111100 524 463
111110100 486 389
111110101 561 536
111110111 644 371
111110110 487 459
111110010 646 374
111110011 645 469
111110001 600 379
111110000 510 464
111010000 504 387
111010001 509 466
111010011 648 349
111010010 639 549
111010110 494 378
111010111 587 530
111010101 586 529
111010100 482 390
111011100 483 384
111011101 472 646
111011111 650 486
111011110 287 477
111011010 492 485
111011011 498 640
111011001 553 436
111011000 705 457
111001000 636 488
111001001 536 491
111001011 582 483
111001010 423 507
111001110 594 717
111001111 558 626
111001101 591 574
111001100 552 572
Gray
Code P3 P4
111000100 572 474
111000101 565 555
111000111 583 473
111000110 560 534
111000010 581 714
111000011 569 533
111000001 601 580
111000000 580 545
101000000 559 343
101000001 537 590
101000011 590 551
101000010 593 584
101000110 507 577
101000111 549 578
101000101 505 565
101000100 541 627
101001100 506 561
101001101 551 525
101001111 502 707
101001110 508 645
101001010 497 567
101001011 555 718
101001001 495 559
101001000 557 564
101011000 584 495
101011001 550 571
101011011 493 576
101011010 556 693
101011110 496 585
101011111 488 586
101011101 535 550
101011100 503 582
101010100 624 471
101010101 689 468
101010111 617 182
101010110 605 685
101010010 598 538
101010011 614 583
101010001 575 589
101010000 577 687
101110000 625 591
101110001 604 467
172
Gray
Code P3 P4
101110011 578 470
101110010 579 628
101110110 608 602
101110111 627 593
101110101 606 642
101110100 686 613
101111100 610 656
101111101 626 681
101111111 613 665
101111110 643 668
101111010 649 664
101111011 635 672
101111001 651 639
101111000 642 632
101101000 637 634
101101001 628 670
101101011 585 661
101101010 631 636
101101110 647 659
101101111 641 676
101101101 629 719
101101100 599 705
101100100 592 674
101100101 612 630
101100111 634 671
101100110 640 631
101100010 633 625
101100011 666 629
101100001 668 677
101100000 632 614
100100000 708 650
100100001 663 684
100100011 673 689
100100010 652 647
100100110 720 682
100100111 655 651
100100101 653 652
100100100 656 654
100101100 658 560
100101101 678 416
100101111 665 643
100101110 638 692
Gray
Code P3 P4
100101010 662 712
100101011 654 644
100101001 667 658
100101000 670 592
100111000 660 649
100111001 669 683
100111011 675 679
100111010 692 594
100111110 674 566
100111111 691 675
100111101 676 697
100111100 672 581
100110100 671 554
100110101 687 698
100110111 661 568
100110110 683 700
100110010 630 641
100110011 696 678
100110001 682 552
100110000 690 703
100010000 679 713
100010001 693 691
100010011 680 704
100010010 685 686
100010110 681 702
100010111 603 610
100010101 684 695
100010100 715 688
100011100 677 701
100011101 701 575
100011111 695 699
100011110 697 673
100011010 702 601
100011011 699 669
100011001 698 633
100011000 700 694
100001000 588 680
100001001 704 696
100001011 589 635
100001010 706 662
100001110 714 648
100001111 710 663
173
Gray
Code P3 P4
100001101 712 709
100001100 711 558
100000100 716 720
100000101 709 710
100000111 713 715
100000110 718 657
100000010 717 666
100000011 719 667
100000001 694 706
100000000 688 653
174
